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FIRE BRIGADE 
EXPLAINISNEW 
HALLPROIEn'
P IN E  W EATH ER LAST
W EEK  f a v o u r e d  aO L FE R S
PARENT-TEACH ER GARDEN
PARTY A N D  DANCE GAME MATTERS
Many Keen Oamco Ployed In First Many Attrad Enjoyable Function HeW A f j l ?  | ^ I Q r |T Q ^
Round 0£ FUght Competition , On T lm n id ^ jW t^ o o n  And
CONSERVATIVES CHOOSE
CO NVENTION DELEGATES
’UU AS4lilJI
n ^ d ^
Ev
Afternoon nd 
Evening
Candidature Of Mr. Grote
Yale FederoL Nomination 
Supported
The Golf Courao during the last 
week has been the scenp of many keen
Annual Coat To Toxpaycr Of This 
Mpeh Needed Accommodation 
, Shown To Bo Very Small
ITI...11 The garden parW andi dance given
" l u  fi«f” r̂nHmr”of*̂ tho Kclowna Parent-Tejicher Asmatched' in , the > nrst round ot tne nrin.rii.in.. simrnitches' In the first sociation last Thursday afternoon and
^flights 'Competition. Favoured with gygnjng aj. residence of Mrs. Royal 
{itic AVCftthcr* the whole of the coxn" ^ Moc Dsissed off'very plcusantly «ind
was a most enjoyable aiSalr which at* 
game?, with the .folio results.—r' tporfM! a lanrc number'of oeonlc.
Farmers Complain Of Extensive Dam­
age Done To Crops By Pheasants 
And Partridges
, Sixty-two delegates were present at 
the meeting of the Kclowna and' Dis-
ThO' following statement is issued 
I by the Directors of the Kclowna Vol-
f:/
untiicr Fire Brigade in explanation of 
the loan By-Law upon whi________ ___ ' ich a iVOtc
of the ratepayers will bo takprt, on
Tuesday next, September 23rd.
s, ....... ....... ............ ..
' First Flight 
T, Bowes beat D; Curcll. ^ ,
17. A. Taylor beat Mrs. J. H. Broad 
W. R. Trench beat Mrs. H. ,V. Craig
tracted a large nu ber' of people.
In the afternoon the. musical iprog-
ramme, arranged by Mrs. H. W. Ar- 
bucklc, Mrs. A. C. Poole and Mrs.- J.
J. V. LyeU beat Dpi Bryce.
‘ chtSecond, FUgl
A. S. Tilley was carried out, consistinir 
following numbers: pianoforte
Tfie' Brigade has requested that the 
City Council submit for thp approval 
of the ratepayers a By-Law for - the 
building of a new Fire Hall 'at an cst 
timateti coat of $17,000; that; this new 
building bo created on the site of the 
present; Fire Hall, and that, it be ..not 
combined with any f other civic build"
*”S i s  request has been approved biy 
the members of the City Council. ,'
In the follotving ' statement of the 
financial sidd of the question, the as­
sessment values for ithe year;1924,are 
used as a basis.. A<ny future alteration 
in assessment value will alter : the f̂igr 
ures mentioned as-the mill'rate. , ; , 
The debenture issue, par value, m  
, $17,000 will require .that $1,506.00 ; be, 
raised by taxation each year to meet 
interest ' atid sinking fund charges. 
ThiS' amount is equal -to .65 of one 
mill on the taxable, .assessed value of 
city property. . To the taxpayer, tm® 
means that each year he will be pay-
K. Wright beat D. R.. Leckje.^ 
uheiE. M. CarrUtners beat Mrs, ,H. F. Rees. 
Dr. Campbell beat H. F. Rees.
A. L. Soames beat ,R. Whillis.. < • ,
A. 'G. McCosh''beat E. BoUrkc.
Third Flight 
K . Maclaren beat Mrs. E.M. Carruthers.
A: A. Ballard beat. Mrs. A. K. Loyd. 
R.. Watt beat J. N. Hunt. ; :
Mrs. Cowan beat Dr./Shepherds 
Mrs.* Collett beat Grote Stirling.
. The second round ismow being play­
ed and must be finished by Thursday 
next.
' Kclbwna Defeatp -i Vomon
ing, for the new ,buiTd|rig  ̂ six and onpr 
‘ drhaU cents'on  each $100 of assessed 
land' Value and 2.17 cents on each $100 
of ' assessed* improvement value., To
the average home owner, this means 
about 607 cents per y®ar to give the
' Fire Brigade boys a decent home, ^
The . present; drive for a new ' Fire 
Hall commenced early in June.  ̂The 
City Council was not approached un­
til all phases of the question had been 
thoroughly discussed and definitely de- 
i cided, The plans are the culmination 
of ten'years of desire and futile effort 
on the part of the Brigade members.
W e feel sure that the time is ripe 
for this new Fire Hall. The bonded 
debt of the City is not excessive and 
the sinking fund is in' excellent shape. 
-Fire apiparatus debentures amounting
to $2,000 expired this ; year. In; 1926 
there will matUre $9,500 of debentures 
and the total of debentures maturing 
within five years amounts to $88,500. 
So the slight increase of sixty-five one- 
hundredths of a mill in the debenture 
rate to provide for the new Fire H^ll 
will he offset to some extent by^ the
debentures matured this > year and la 
a few years will be. wiped, out entirely,
aa the fixed charges on" the $88,500 of 
bonds mentioned as maturing represent 
^ .7  mills. ' . .The proposed new'building is to be
located on the site of the present Fire
• Hall, is to be erected of brick and con-
• Crete,, will have a‘ nice appearance and 
will be of ♦good construction without 
any expensive frills. .Its size will not 
be any greater than needed at . the 
present tiitie, yet will , be sufficient so 
that no addition will Be required until 
this city’s population exceeds 10,000. 
The ground floor will have ■room for
*'Our two fire trucks, the two reels of
I reserve hose • and .the' , ladder , reel.
The space provided for . the t'wo 
reels and the ladder reel can 
be used for a . ladder .truck, if at some 
future time such a truck; is needed. A  
boiler-rooih, work-room and toilet are 
also provided for. At the north-east 
corner of the building will be a tower 
for drying hose and for the syren a- 
larm. The second floor will have a 
meeting-room, six small bedrOoitis and 
a bathroom. Two sliding poles are
With' the object of stimulating in­
terest; in> the “Royal and Ancient” 
game, the 'Vernon Golf Club was in­
vited to Kelowna , to take part in-an  
inter-club match, and seven oi its 
members' motored ' down ’on Sunday 
morning and arrived in time for lunch. 
After that 'interesting event, the play­
ers were drawn and. play commenced 
at 2 p.m. in splendid weather. The 
course having,' been put in :^ood shape, 
some very fine g o l fw as  .w,itnessed ,by 
quite a gallery. •
The players and results were as 
follows:— '
H; E. Gow, Vernon, beat F. A. Tay­
lor, Kelowna, , 3 and, 1; /
Dr. Campbell, Kelowna, beat T. 
Brayshaw, Vernon, 4 and 2,, • ' _ ' _  
A. M. Brisbane, ,Vernon, beat H ., G. 
M. ^Wilson, Kelowna, 1 up. ^
H. K: Todd, Kelowna, beat W . R, 
Grieve; Vernon,, 6 and 5. '_
J. R. Guthrie, Vernon, beat A. G- 
McCosh, Kelowna, 4 and 3. _
J. Bowe$, Kelowna, beat W . S. W il­
son, Verjion,, 3 and 2. . ■
W.. R. Trench, : Kelowna, beat E. S. 
Jones, Vernon,, 2 and l. V V  ;
.Kelowna thus won four matches to 
Vernon’s three.
The visitors: thoroughly enjoyed the 
day and hope t o ‘have more of. these 
pleasant matches before the season is 
ended.
. 1.. ' . ' < ' ' ■'......■ '
duct, Misses Moo: song, Miss G. Low 
cry; recitation, Miss M. Flinders; vio­
lin solo, Miss I. Murray; song, Mas­
ter J. Hughes; recitation^ Miss M. Ait- 
ken; song, Miss E. Pine; song,, Mrs. 
J. Hi Trenwith. In the intervals four­
teen. little • girls danced some folk dan­
ces, repeating the performance, by 
special request, in the evening. Those 
taking .part in these dances were: 
Lois Lovell, Mildred Lloyd-Joncs, 
Marion Williams, Dorothy Simmons, 
Eunice Hayman, Beth Harvey, Mar­
garet Aitken, Eileen McDonald, Dor­
othy Taggart, Barbara Adam^ Joan 
Adams, Mary Poole, Diana DeHart 
and Frances Lewers'. '
Also in the afternoon tea was served 
by Mrs. S. M. Sirnpson, President of 
the Association, assisted by Mrs. R. S. 
Moe, Mrs. J. N. Cameron, Mrs. J; V. 
Ablett and a bevy of the' older school 
girls. There was also a candy bboth, 
presided' over by Mrs. H. Ryan and 
the\M!issiEs Ryan and Dore and an ice 
cream booth, of which 'Mrs, T. 'Tread- 
;old and Mrs. A. K. Stuart had charge. 
Other attractions were a fish' pond, 
cbndticted bv Mrs. A. C.'Poole and the 
Misses Poole, and Mr. J. Campbell’s 
ring game. , . .
The everting programme consisted 
of the following items: pianoforte du­
et, the Misses Mbe; violin solo, Miss 
I. Murray; songs, Miss B. Stone, Mrs. 
M. T. Lovelj, both of which were re­
peatedly encored, and a dance by Miss 
Beth Harvey. During th^ evening al­
so Mr. C. W. Lees gave*^a short ad­
dress on the aims and objects of the 
Parent-Teacher Association and the 
growth of the movement for better co­
operation between parents and teach­
ers, and, later on, dancing was kept up 
till midnight.
The Association hopes that the pro-; 
ceeds of this entertainment will enable 
it to carry on useful. relief work this 
coming winter.
Last Thursday evening several mem 
hers of the ‘'Kclownja Fish and Game 
Protective Association , journeyed, to 
\ymficiti to attend, by invitation, 1 
meeting of the Winfield Farmers’ la  
stitutc, and this proved to be an irt 
structivc gathering both for the mem' 
bers of the association and the farm'
trict Conservative Association which 
was held in, *thc Scottish Hall, Pen- 
tlozi St., on Tuesday evening. Tlic 
chair was taken by Mr. J. F. Burnc 
and Mr. T; G; Norris acted as sccrc 
tary. . ’ ■ •' / ■
The following were chosen tp act as
HEAVY SH IPM EN TS BY
GROWERS’ EXCHANGE STOCK JUDGING
Eigh^ Caro Of Fruit And Vogotablea 
Wero Sent Out Last W cck
During Jhc w;cck from the 7th to the 
■13th September, inclusive, the KclqSvtia 
Growers’ Exchange shipped eighty 
car? of frilit and vegetables hs follows*. 
To New York, six cars of Meintbsh
apples; to' Cleveland, 0.,_ one car; of 
Meintoshf
delegates at the convention of ,thc ifc -  - - - -
crs.
Conservative Party which takes'place 
this evening at Penticton, when a can­
didate for the Yale federal constitu­
ency will be selected: Kclowna City, 
Dr. J. E. Wright and Messrs. Grote 
Stirling; R. F.' Morrison,'J* F, Burnc, 
E. W. Wilkinson, C  E. Scrim, T. F.
_______  to Montreal, four cars of
McIntosh and one car of Co3f Orange 
and McIntosh; to Kenora, North Bay 
and Fort Wiliam, Ont., one car each 
of Mclntogh; to Winnipeg,' one bar of 
.onipns, three cars of Meintoshi ; one 
car of Wealthy, one mixed bar and 
three cars of bulk McIntosh; to other
Manitoba points, Shoal Lake, Dclpr- 
ainc, Mortfen, Swan Lake and Souris,
WRIT TO ISSUE TODAY
FOR ELECTION IN YALE
NEW d e v e l o p m e n t s
IN-AERIAL WARFARE
Poll To Be Held On November 6th
PH IL A D EL PH IA , Sept. 18.—New 
developments in aerjal warfare that 
render certain World War methods of 
strategy obsolete were described ■ yes­
terday by government experts before 
a gathering of Scientists here in hon­
our of the centenary of the' Franklin 
Institute. Transportation of great ar­
mies , overseas, bombing of cities by 
unmanned automatically operated air­
planes, a new aerial camera that nulli- 
■fies camouflage,, the wiping out of a 
battleship with a single air bomb and 
the possible paralyzing of an entire 
nation by a combination of new chem­
ical discoveries were' among the new 
weapons describedi ..
OTTAW A, Sept.. 18.—The writ wilt 
be issued today for the federal elec­
tion in Yale to fill the vacancy caused 
by the death of the late Mr. J. A. Mac- 
Kelvie.
Nomination day has been fixed for 
October 23rd arid polling, if any, on 
November 6th.
AIR MINISTER LEAVES^^
ON INSPECTION TOUR
LONDON, Slept. 18.—Lord Thomp­
son, Air Minister, left London today 
upon a trip of inspection of the Brit­
ish air forces in the Near East. ̂  At 
Iraq he will make a special investiga­
tion into the use of air units for bomb­
ing natives who riiisbehave.
building has beeir estimated on, arid 
would increase' the cost one-third, as 
the saving in the cost of wall would 
be offset by the cost of interior parti-
CANADIAN ‘RANGE HORSES
PURCHASED BY SOVIET
W INNIPEG, Sept. 18.—One thou- 
 ffser  t  t t i t ri r rti- Canadian range horses have been
tions, laths and plaster, of which there by representatives of the
provided for, and the_ main_ doors will 
nave automatic opening hinges.
'The provision of sleeping accommo- 
’datlon for six men means that we will
purchased by representatives of the 
Russian Soviet government and will 
be shipped forthwith to the Ukraine 
from Western points.. Most of them
■ have a crew on the job immediately at 
night. This is a Very important thing, 
as most of the serious fires occur at 
liight, arid under present conditions it 
is not possible to have an adequate 
number of men '-steeping on the pre-
will be none on the downstairs wall of 
the iproposed new Fire Hall. However, 
the new building is to be so placed on
.taVe been obtained in A lt.r .a
line of the lot, so that, if at soihe fu­
ture time, the City Council should, de­
sire that an addition be built to the 
Fire Hall to provide accommodation 
for civic offices, there is no reason 
why it carinot bo done.
Mr. Wv R. Powlcy, President of the 
Institute, who was in the chair, excus­
ed the small attendance, pointing out 
that 'orchardists were, at the present 
time, I working from fourteen to sixteen 
hours a day picking McIntosh apples. 
He asked the secretai;y, Mr, M. P. 
Williams, to get through the routine 
business of the meeting p  quickly as 
possible, so that questions connected 
with the preservation of game and 
game fish could be discussed.
Mr. J. N. Cushing was the first to 
speak for the Game Protective Associ­
ation, which he pointed out was an 
entirely non-political organization, its 
aim being to preyent the great natural 
resources of wild life, for which this 
province was one time famous, from 
being destroyed. The Kelowna as­
sociation , was just beginning to feel 
that its efforts in that direction were 
meeting with a small’ measure of suc­
cess. A game warden had at last been, 
'appointed for the South Okanagan
McWilliams, J. Shier, J. R. Campbell, 
F. 'W. Groves, T. G. Norris, 'W. M,
Crawford, F. M. Buckland, C. E. 
Campbell, O. S. Mabcc, R. J. Gordon,
W. Millar and L. Holman; Bear
•; 6.Creek, Mr. H. H. Verity; Bcnvoulin, 
Messrs. T. G. Speer and J. C. Taylor; 
East Kclowna, Messrs. H. C. S. Coll­
ett and H. S. Atkinson; Ellison, Dr. 
C. W. Dickson and Mr. W. R. Potts; 
Glenmorc, Messrs. L. E. Taylor and 
A. R. Drysdale; Joe Rich, Mr.. J. H. 
Baillic; Reid's Landing, Mr. G, C. 
Browse; Rutland. Messrs. G. Monford, 
E. Mugford and E. M. Carruthers; 
South Kelowna, Messrs. H. H. Mc­
Donald and W. D. Walker., , '
It is understood that the delegates
were instructed to, give thejr support
Stir-to the candidature' of Mr. Grote 
ling.
one mixed car ca,<:h, and to Brandon, 
one cdl- of ; McIntosh and pne car of 
bulk Mcln^o^h; to Saskatoon, onC(Car 
6f MeIntPsh and; one riiixcd car; 
Moo.sejaw, forir mix:cd pars; Roscto'wn, 
two mixed cars, and shipments of one 
mixed car to Turtleford, Watson,_ Lan- 
man, North Battlcford, DaVidson, 
Richard, Tisdale, Nokomis, Swift Cur­
rent, Monitor, Humboldt, Kerrobert,
.Weyburn, Eston, Carnduff, Spririg- 
water, Wilkie'and Melyiue; to Ednipn- 
toii, one: car of Flcimsh ' Beauty ,and 
White Doyenne pear's and one mixed 
crir; Calgary, seven mixed cars| Carii- 
rose, two mixed cars; ,Blairjnprc, 
Champion and Castor, one mixed car 
each; to Vancouver, two cars'^of Mc­
Intosh, two riiixcd cars and one car of 
McIntosh and Hyslop crabs; / Prince 
George, two riiixed ,cars, arid' Prince 
Rupert, one car of McIntosh. i
fQ KELOWNA
Local Boya Dp WoU f t  New Weiit- 
imirister, Winning Medals And '
Cash.'":Aw{irda:'' ■"■''i'
The Junior Stock Judging Cdmpc- 
titions have now become quite one of 
the leading feature? of the Provincial y 
Fair held cacti0ycar at Now Westmin- , 
atcr, and it is* gratifying to knriw that 1 
those from this district who havo cn- ■, 
tered these 'contests liaye always BO-,
cUred a high place a t' thciri,
The competitions arc held under the 
dirpetiPn of Mr. J. W. Qlbson, Direc­
tor Pf Elementary Agricultural) Edu­
cation for the 'PrPvincc, frid jProfesaor 
H. ,'M> King,.Pf the AriSraal iHushandiy 
Department o f' the University- of B*G.
FREIGHT RATES
FIG H T O PEN ED  TODAY
“FLANAGAN’S RAIR” NETS
SUBSTA N TIA L SUM
“Flan^an’s Fair,’̂  which was . held 
in the City Park on Saturday after­
noon and evening under the auspices of 
the 'members, or the' congregation of 
the. Anglican Church,' did n o t ' attract 
as :many people as might have been 
wished. The attendance was suffi­
cient, however, to make it ,a 'financial 
success, a substantial sum , being >real- 
ized for the generalsfund of the phurch. 
Refreshments were served during the 
afternoon in a tea garden and in, the 
evening there Was a buffet supper. 
Apart from a shooting, gallery, (ce 
cream booth and several sideshows, 
there was the addied attraction of mus­
ic provided by members of the church 
choir and their friends, who sang and 
played on a scow anchored off the 
beach. ■', ■ ■
Statements Are Filed As To The 
Position Of The Fruit Industry
(Continued on Page’6),
GLENMORE
OTTAWA, Sept. 18.—The freight 
rates fight opened today,, when G. G. 
McGeer, K.C., .filed a statement by 
.Markets Commissioner James 'Grant 
and Thomas Bulman,;  ̂ of Kelowna, 
showing that the fruit, industry would 
be destroyed under the new rates.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving have their niece. 
Miss Myrtle, of Ottawa, paying them 
a visit. .
Ducks on McKay Slough had a rude 
awakening on Monday morning. 
Sportsmen in goodly . 'numbers hied 
themselves to this rendezvous op Sun­
day in preparation for the 15th. Oth­
ers wended their - way in the early 
hours' o f the 15th.
Mr. Albert Rankin went after bigger 
game, bringing home on Tuesday, we 
think, the first deer of the season for
Kelowna District. .* * *
Much has been written in recent pa­
pers about glaring headlights. When 
will autoists in their journey through 
country districts consider this matter? 
Large numbers do, but a percentage 
remain who care not at all for those 
on ' the road besides, themselves. On 
Sunday evening just before nine, oc­
cupants of a car coming southwards 
saw an immense glare over the bend 
of the hill. As this came into sight it 
proved tp be a car with such glaring 
lights that it was impossible to see 
anything and the driver pulled to the 
side and stopped. It is a wonder more 
accidents do not happen.
W AR EMERGENCY SH IPS
DOOMED TO DESTRUCTION
NORFOLK, Va., Sept. 18.—Prep­
arations for burning 218 wooden ships, 
built by the . United States Shipping 
iBoard at a' cost of, i^35i000,00() for 
use in the World War, are being ma'de 
by the Western Marine i& Salvage 
Co., which has an option to purchase 
.the ships from the' government for 
$262,000, providing the metal in the 
firsf ten destroyed shows the purchas­
ers a fair profit' on the investrnent.
SOURCE OF. MUCH RAD,
LIQUOR MAY BE TRACED
Government Liquor Store Employee 
In Vancouver Arrested On Charge. 
Of Possession Of Seals
M UTINY REPO RTED
IN  CHEKIANG FORCES
, SHANGHAI, Sept. 18.—Apparent­
ly authentic reports reached here today 
that a serious mutiny has taken place 
in the Chekiang forces at Hanchow. 
All the Chekiang leaders were reportT 
ed in flight to Shanghai.
All of the foreign defence forces, in­
cluding marines, naval detachments, 
police rese_rves .and volunteer units, 
were called out following receipt pf 
the news of the alleged mutiny.
RUSSIANS H O IST FLAG
ON W RANGELL ISLAND
The blue birds which left some weeks 
ago returned last week and are flying 
round their old nesting places. Is this 
usual? •  * •
BR ITISH  A TTITU D E TO
FRENCH D EBT FUNDING
Mr. Frank Lewis left this week for 
Vancouver, where he will take up his
studies at the University.
« * •
miscs. . .
W e believe that the present location 
of the Fire Hall cannot be improved. 
It is central, from the points of view 
both of high value fire risk and ac
cessibility to .members, yet is just far 
.enough from the main avenues of tra­
vel, Bernard Avenue and Pendozi St.,
LONDON, Sept. 18.—Great Brit7 
ii «« ain will not object if France gets bet-
The Fire Brigade has a membership ter ternis than Britain m funding her' . *    f . ..  ̂̂  ̂  A .A A« AA aS  ̂a a 4 4. A A _  ̂ a. ' T T AA A ̂  A  ̂AI 1̂  ̂ 4 ̂  ^X UC X'lrc ii o XCr ICI *-»**!.«.*•* ---of twenty unpaid volunteers and two war debt to the United States, it was 
men employed by the City. A few of announced at the Foreign Office to-m ' ■ ____ _ aaI A A AM A a1 A A. A « X>  T  J. I .A A A X A a1 Ia ♦ A V f A  ̂tV ̂  ̂lUCU Cllipiu cu u j r  m . aa, v ilUUi -CVl e x L ^  m ... w. aw .the present members belonged to the (jay. It Was intimated, however, that 
D-:—.Ia Ua(aaa ;«• ..irfie «rrrani'7PfI lb jjjg terms of the British settlement
so that, on an alarm, ordinary traffic 
can clear off the streets in the interval 
of time that is required for the fire 
trucks to travel one block. Also, there 
will be less parking of cars in a way 
that would obstruct^ the fire trucks.
■ > In regard to combined civic build­
ings, the views of the Brigade may be 
stated. , The members have expressed 
a preference for a Fire Hall only.  ̂To 
some of the members, the Fire .Hall is 
their home, and to all members it is a i 
place where they can spend their le i-’ 
sure moments. This social aspect is 
the important factor in getting and 
keeping a Volunteer Brigade together. 
A ny curtailment of freedom, fancied or 
otherwise, would be detrimental. There 
I? a feeling among Brigade members 
that civic offices, a Council chambe^ 
police office, etc., in conjunction with 
the Fire Hall, would impose at tunes 
certain restrictions due to our consid­
eration for other people. *rhe acturu 
saving in cost of construction would 
be only part of the cost of one 'wall,
Sart of the cost because a division wall caring on both sides should be thicker 
than a wall bearing on one side ^ ly .  
Suppose that, the proposed Fire Hall 
was increased one-third'in width to
provide for civic offices. This would 
’ give a floor area on the two floors of
Brigade before ît was orga ized, fll inc ici a —....
1909, on the existing basis.^ We have may be reopened if the United States 
an excellent organization with definite funds the French debt upon terms of 
rules and regulations, the outcome of special leniency.
gradual growth 'and experience. We.x —---------
have a good equipment and wa.ter sys-;
about 1,200 square feet, pro­
bably less than the area of the offices
now occupied by civic officials. This 
possible increase in the size of the
tern. 'Considerable knowledge of the 
use of the equipment, of mains and hy­
drants,, etc., is required of the Brigade 
members. In reality, the keeping of 
our eq'uipmcnt in good condition and 
familiarizing ourselves with' the use of 
it for fire fighting is all that should 
reasonably be expected from a volun­
teer organization; but the boys are in­
terested in fire prevention, new and 
up-to-date apparatus, building regula­
tions, waterworks improvcinents,' roads 
and traffic regulation and civic finances 
in so far as Fire Brigade appropriations 
arc concerned. The. actual tirne that 
the boys arc occupied at fires is only 
a very small part of the time that is 
spent in preparing themselves so that 
they can more ably cope with out­
breaks and in trying to better condi­
tions that are hazardous from the Fire 
Brigade standpoint.
There are many minor convincing 
arguments that can be advanced in 
favour of this new Fire Hall, and any 
member of the Brigade w’ill be pleased 
to have the opportunity of explaining 
any points or answering any questions.
, This new Fire Hall is the one es­
sential thin^ at the present time in so 
far as the IFire Brigade is concerned. 
The Directors sincerely trust that the 
ratepayers of the City of Kclowna will 
poll an overwhelmingly favourable vote 
on September 23rd for the debenture 
issue for the new Fire Hall for the 
City of Kclpwna.
CANADIAN LOAN EAGERLY
TAKEN U P IN  NEW  YORK
NEW  YORK, Sept. 18.—The por­
tion of the Canadian Government’s 
$200,000,000 financing which was off­
ered in the United States, amounting 
to $90,000,000, was oversubscribed this 
morning. '
CH INESE CITY IS
The Reeve and full Council atten­
ded the September monthly municipal 
meeting on Friday, the 12th inst. The 
minutes of the previous meeting hav­
ing been disposed of, a communication 
from the Kelowna Golf Club was read, 
asking that the Russian Thistle on the 
roads skirting the Links be cut. It 
will be explained to the club that the 
taxes being so very low in Glenmore, 
the rate of nine mills, being the_ low­
est in British Columbia, the Municipal­
ity could not be expected to enter into 
a comparatively heavy outlay upon the 
keeping down of the weeds, and that 
an appeal had already been made to 
the residents to keep the road clear op­
posite their holdings. At present this 
is the best that can be done.
It is interesting to know that this 
rate of nine mills is only equalled by 
one other district and that is Fraser 
Mills, and that the highest rate is fif-
MOSCOW, Sept. 18.—The crew of. 
the Russian'ship ICrasny Okiabr (Red, 
October) hpisted the Soviet flag on 
Wrangell Island on August 20th, ac­
cording to an announcement made by 
the Rosta News Agency. They , found 
one American and eleven Eskimos on 
the island.
Wrangell Island was placed Under 
the British flag for Canada b;^ the 
Allan Crawford expedition. Crawford 
and all the party aftetwards perished 
except an Eskimo woman.
MARRIAGE
Porter—Whitehead
_ _____ _______  jty-five mills in the districts and sixty-
SUBJECTED TO BOM BING four in the cities. This is a point that
should be borne in mind by intending 
purchasers of land in Glenmore Valley.
Attention was called to the condi­
tion of the planking on the bridge over
TIEN  TSIN, China, Sept. 18.—Shan 
Hai Kwan, a city of 30,000 inhabitants,
containing the fatuous, barrier gate ati*—-- r--------, r
the eastern c-xtremity of the Chinese tk® piace iXTiere it is popu ar y si^ - 
W all separating Chili Province, in | POsed there will be a raiKvay some 
wVich Peking is located, from Man-1 day,’’ and the railway V^orriics^w^^^^  ̂
churia, was bombed today from air- ke^not^cd. The discussion of several
planes.
SO VIET AUTH O RITIES
MAKE MANY ARRESTS
other matters concluded the meeting.
Mr. Price Scott arrived from On­
tario on Saturday, and intends to spend 
a few weeks in Glenmore.
BERLIN, Sept. 18.—Wholesale ar­
rests are taking place in Moscow. * It 
is estimated that three thousand per­
sons have been jailed by the Cheka, 
who fear that reports of the uprisings'
m a n y  VICTIMS IN
rARMENIAN EARTHQUAKE
n  ic  xi. i ...v. , CONSTANTINOPLE, Sept. 18.—
in Georgia and Azerbaijan will react Two hundred and twcnty^,fiRht bodies 
on the capital. M. Zinovieff, at Lcn- have been recovered frotn the earth- m  C iJUcU. - r -
inegrad, also has been arresting scores, quake wreckage in the lirzcrum dis-j 
and it is believed that the Cheka in trict .of Turkish’ Armenia, according 
every city is jailing every one sym- to latest reports, and search-for fur-'
Sathizing with Menshivists and Social thcr victims is being prosecuted fev- Icvolutionaries. crishly.
On Tuesday morning a pretty wed­
ding took place in the presence of a 
number of friends at St. Michael and 
All Angels’ Church, when the Vert. 
Archdeacon Greene united Miss Edith 
I\TT Whitehead, daughter of Mr. and 
Mr5. F. T. "W^hitchead of this citj^ to 
Mr. John Porter of the local C.P.R. 
staff. The church was decorated for 
the occasion with pink and white 
asters. '
The bride, avho was given away by 
her father, pntered the church to the 
strains of Mendelssohn’s Wedding 
March, played by Mrs. A. J. Pritchard, 
and wore a travelling suit of wood 
brown with hat to match and a silver 
fox stole, the gift of the groom. Her 
bouquet was of white roses.
Miss Phyllis Whitehead, sister of 
the bride, who acted as bridesjnaid, 
was dressed in fawn wool crepe and 
hat to match and carried a bouquet of 
pink sweet peas. The groom was sup­
ported by Mr. Jack Mayor.
After the ceremony a reception was 
held at the home of the bride’s parents, 
Eli Avenrie, some twenty guests being 
present, at which many useful and 
beautiful gifts to the bride and groom 
were displayed. Among these were a 
silver teapot and set of carvers, the 
gift of the City Office staff, and a hot- 
point iron presented by the local em­
ployees of the C. P. R. The groom’s 
gift to the bridesmaid was a necklace 
and to the best man gold cuff links..
In the afternoon Mr. and Mrs. 
Porter left by car for Vernon en route 
to Vancouver and other Coast efties, 
where the honeymoon will be spent. 
On their return here they will reside 
on Richter Street.
VANCOUVER, Sept. 18.—Counter­
feit government liquor seals and bottle 
labels of well-known brands of liqrior 
may be run to their source of manu­
facture as the result of investigation 
by detectives' and - special investigators 
of .the ,; Gpyernment, Liquor .Control 
Board, following the arrest of George 
Neilsori, an employee of the Cordova 
Street Liquor Store, on a charge ,̂ of 
having such seals in ‘ his/ possession, 
arid of four Chinese, who were alleged 
to. possess loose bottle seals., .Practi­
cally every printing establishriient in 
Vancouver was investigated yesterday' 
and work will coritinue in an effort to 
get at the bottom of the fraud which 
has made possible the sale of what is 
termed “the very worst sort of boot­
leg booze” as the genuine article.
The authorities report the finding 
of a die for a label in the plant of the 
Crosby Printing Co. but have met only 
failure so far in the search for the 
plates from which the government 
seals were' printed. ' ; ,
“A coihplete audit of all the liquor 
seals in the stores in Vancouver has 
failed to show any shortage in them,” 
said George Miller, Chief. Inspector 
for the Liquor Control Board, today. 
“I am at a loss to account for the 
360 seals we secured iri the Neilson 
case. We got 300 of them in China­
town and another sixty at his home. 
I Ijelieve we have a case against him 
but that is a matter for the City /Prose­
cutor to determine. We not only got 
the seals but the marked money with 
which he was paid for them by pur 
operative. Unless the seals are coun­
terfeit, there arc but three sources 
from which they could be obtained. 
Those are the Government Printing 
Office, the warehouse here or the 
stores about town. Our check shows 
no shortage.”
BO LSH EVISTS ATTACK
BESSARABIAN VILLAGES
BUCHAREST, Sept. 18.—A band 
of armed Bolshevists in motor boats 
attacked the South Bessarabian vill­
ages of Tararbunar and Nicopaewaka 
but were driven off, and order has 
been restored. Soviet Russia has never 
recognized the' Rumanian occupation 
of Bessarabia.
SIX HURT W H E N
LOCOM OTIVE U PSET
SHELTON, Wash., Sept. 18.—Three 
men were seriously burned and three 
others were cut and bruised when a 
locomotive overturned cn route to save 
the Simpson Logg^ing Company’s No. 
1 Camp, near here, from a forest fire 
last night. The men burned were log­
ging camp employees.
AUSTRALIAN CADETS
REACH VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER, Sept. 18.—Fifty
sturdy young Australian League 'cad­
ets this morning finished in Vancou­
ver the last rail journey of their round- 
the-world tour. . Next Wednesday, 
Sept. 24, they will sail for the Antipodes.
The field crops contests arc conducted 
by the Agronbriiy Department of the 
University. ' /
This year ten judging teams were 
entered, all front districts where agri­
cultural instruction is given, including ; 
New Westminster. Langley, Surrey, 
Sa,lmon Arm, Cranbrook, Grande Prai­
rie,-Summerland, Rutland, Kamloops 
arid Kclowna. ' ; !
There were two contests in; l|vc 
Stock:, judging, one for '/individuals and 
one in which the ;bPys and girls cbm-, 
peted as district teams. A team was I 
comppsed of three, boys or girls, and 
the score was the total of all three.' . 
Live 1 stock included heavy, horses, beef . 
cattle, dairy cattle, two breeds' ill' each 
class. ' i J -.
, I n ,, the crop judging cpitipctitipps • 
oats,'pptatocs arid mangels we're judged ■ 
for seed production, with five samples *. 
in each; class. Poirits were given for 
placing and' for giving reasons, for ca^h 
decision. - '. ■' . ,
The Kelowna team consisted *of, 
Donald Loane, Gprdon Meiklc . and 
Anthony Pooley, a'nd in the individ-, 
ual stock judging contest Gordon Mei- 
klc .won ., second, place' and Donald 
Loan): the fourth. In the stock judg­
ing by teams Grande Prairie came 
first, ■ New • Westminster , second and •. 
Kelowna third. , ' . '
In individual crop judging, .Donald 
Loane took third place, while in team 
work Langley took the first place, Sur- : 
rey the second and 'Kelowna the third; ^
For the' highest individual score in , 
judging horses, Donald Loane won the . ' 
special prize awarded by Mr. A.;McD. 
Paterson, M.L.A.
Each member of the Kelowna team 
•will receive two bronze medals and be­
sides that they have won substantial 
cash prizes, which is very gratifying,/ 
not only to themselves, but also,,to 
their instructor, Mr. J. E. Britton, B' S. 
S.A., Supervisor of Agricultural; In­
struction at the Kelowna and . Rutland 
High Schools.
On> the- evening following the- con-? 
tests a banquet was given by the dir- : 
ectors of the Fair at which. the an- , 
nPuncements and presentation of; the 
awards , took place, and at which, there 
was a programme of speeches and 
songs. Mr. R. H. HclmCr, formerly , 
superintendent of the . Experimental 
Station at Summerland, prresented .the 
prizes for crop jud'ging and expressed 
great pleasure at being able , to include 
among the winners a team from the 
Orchard City.
The prizes for stock judging were 
presented by Mr. E. H. Barton, of Chil- 
liwackj Secretary of the Jersey Breed­
ers’ Association, who commented on 
the fact that two of the principal a- 
wards had been captured by the "Up­
per Country,” while one : had been se­
cured by; a New Westminster team.
He said that he was pleased to sec a 
prize going to Kelowna, which was 
not generally considered to be a live 
stock district.
This is the fourth^ year in which 
junior judging competitions have been 
conducted by the management of the 
New Westminster Fair, and excellent 
arrangements were made for free trans­
portation/ and free accommodation for 
the visiting teams. Credit for the con­
tinued success of these contests is also 
due to Mr. J. W. Gibson, of the De­
partment of Education, and the staff 
of the University of B. C..
• It is now proposed to have this work 
extended so as to include poultry judg­
ing and, next year, there will also be 
special sUpervisca accommodation in 
the 'Fair Grounds for all visiting teams 
and excursions will bo arranged dur­
ing which they will receive practical' 
instruction,
LOCAL BOYS' SPLEN D ID
SWIMMING PERFORM ANCE
A correspondent writes: On Sept. 
14th, a fine swimming pcrfprmahce 
was accomplished by two local lads, 
Ron Weeks and Evan Pirie. Accom­
panied by a boat, they swam to a point 
just above Siwash Point, on the west 
side of the lake. Not satisfied ivith 
this, Weeks, on touching bottom, tur­
ned and completed the full distance 
back to the Aquatic, the distance bcr- 
ing computed to he about 2}4 miles. 
No rest was taken with back or breast 
stroke, an over-arm side-stroke being 
used for the full course. Pirie return­
ed in the boat. It speaks well for the 
wonderful condition of the water at so 
late a date and for the stamina of our 
local youths, and should be an en­
couragement to those who provide 
such fine facilities as wc have for swim­
ming and bathing at the local Aquatic. 
It will" be recalled that Weeks was.se­
cond in the. mile swim at the Kclowna 
Regatta last month.
W ORLD FLYERS SOON
TO REACH SAN DIEGO
SAN DIEGO, Cal„ Eept. 18.—The 
American , round-the-world flyers are 
expected to arrive at their home town 
here cither next' Sunday or Monday.
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PAO® TWO
. G I F T S  t H A T  L A S T .
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SEPIHUIER WEDDIIN eVTS
’ . ^WUI bo doubly opprcclatod when bought from 'i
• PBTTIOBttW 'S. Wc box them nicely and dc- 
‘ liycr to addrcfl8\desircd. '
;  ^QVT OKA0S,' dear, Efparkling and brilliant in B o n -b o n o ^ ^  Q A '
To W ATE® 0E T 8 at $4S,00
. 01LVERW ARE in a variety of new pieces, ranging in price from 
t ; 05c for Sugar Shells, to $100.00 Tea Sets. ,
China and Mantlo Clocha—Gifts that will please^the bride.
P E T T IG R E W
|EWICljl.B:R.anil DIAMOND , MERCHANT
• ’.i
BACKED BY
Service and Quality
YQ VR  ORDERS W ILL BE APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN. CAREFUL AND ipROMPT At t e n t i o n  .
W m. HAUG (&. SON
Dealers in Masons’ Supplies and Coal
in u m  IK  ■ P-O ; B «  166
ZENITH CARBURETORS EXIDE BATTERIES
The Carburetor ia the LUNGS of the car. 
xThe Battery is the HEART of the car.
Get one of our EXIDE BATTERIES and our new $15.00 
FORD ZENITH CARBURETORS
.and note the increased “pep” of your engine and the fuel
saved.
W E SPECIALIZE IN LATHE WORK, 
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING, SPRAY MOTORS
— and —
MARINE ENGINE REPAIRS
Sutherland Garage & Machine Shopsi ltd.
49-tfc
W O O D !  W O O D !  W O O D !
‘ Now js the time to stock up.
DRY WOOD for Winter or Summer Fuel.
^ 1̂  ' 31ab ’ VTood, per nek, dehyercd
■J3ry 'Box Cuttings, per load, dehvered
Qf(̂ 1) TiUmber Tmnnungs, per load,' dehvered,
.. $2.00 
.. $2.i25 
... $1.50
THE KEIIIWNA SAWMIU CO., LTD.
• - I
JV’
Send Out A Few Missionaries 
To Help The Sale Of 
Okanagan Apples
Instead of using plain envelopes for your correspond­
ence, buy packet or two with this neat little cut printed 
on them—
This injicriptioii proclaims your loyal and patriotic de­
votion to your place of abode, and the suggestion conveyed 
to your correspondent may bring directly beneficial results 
to the fruit industry, upon the success of which your own 
prosperity, even if not a grower, depends.
W e can supply you with envelopes of excellent qual­
ity, with the cut printed in the bottom left-hand corner, at 
the following prices:— ,
One packet (25) ......
Two packets (50) ..... 
Four packets (100)
...... 20 cents
..... 35 cents
...... 60 cents
T his is a close price and no, further reduction can be 
made for larger quantities.
Kelowna Courier
Courier Block
Printers and Puf>lishers 
l^stablished 1904 Water Street
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«ONDON IfIFE'S
JUBILEE YEAR finn, GUIDE NOTES
Ifed by “Pioneer.'
Efon-Profit Industrial Policies Nearly 
Ddiublcid B y Dividends
Mias E. Frances Mara,' Pro-...... ...... . ..... ; Deputy
vincial Commissioner of the Canad
let Kelowna Troop
the
on
Sept. 16th, 1924 
‘ Orders b y  Command for * week end- 
ng September;;25th, 1924;
The first 1924'Fall Parade o f .  
Troop will be held at the Scout Hall 
donday, the 22nd inst., ot 7.15 p.m 
7ull uniforms with the exception o f  
staves arc required, .and all recruits 
arc requested to attend this parade as 
well. Wc particularly wish to have, 
every member*of thc.TroOp present bc- 
'cauBC the weights, of all Scouts 
will be taken and the scales will not 
be there for that purpose on another 
date.’,',' “ : ''
Basketball practices will* be held on 
Friday, the' 26th inst.,, as will be an­
nounced at the Monday parade.
1 One of the Troops' good old stalM- 
)bys: in the, person o f  ;P X . John Aitkcn 
eft Kelowna on (Monday last to at­
tend Giiclph Agricultural College. John 
was a 1st Class Scout in * fact and iii 
spirit and ho takes away with him our 
)CSk wishes for his success and good 
uck. 1 . . ‘
' Prior to the opening o f " the; recent 
Imperial Jamboree of British Scouts 
at Wembley,'* the Ovbrseas Scouts
m*
it
it
were inspected by His Majesty the 
King at Buckingham Palace on ac­
count of his inability to. be. present at... __ ____ j  .  
the Jamboree. The following account 
[oi his 'inspection is  taken from the
A u ^ st (issue of "The Scoutcr
is Majesty shook hands with all 
the Scoutmasters, . and talked with 
many< of thc individual .Scouts, asking 
questions about their respective coun­
tries and about themselves. He talked 
sp(!cially to the little party of Cubs,' 
and. then took his place in the centre 
of the corridor to address the lads. 
!3is Majesty said:—
" T am very glad to have taken this 
opportunity of seeing you, here . today. 
,I'have ,:bee'n having a very*, busy time, 
but T could not bring . myself' to leave 
l,ondon without seeing you. ;I wish 
to congratulate you all on your smart 
appearance and; your * excellent discip- 
ine. I feel sure that your visit tq-Eng- 
and will be of very great interest to 
you and a happy recollection in', after 
years. You 'will have a very busy time 
at*' Wembley, and I have-no doubt Jhat 
you will learn more from one week 
spent 'there than you could learn in 
school at home in the c o u r se o f  a 
whole year. I started to go round the 
world when I was only about the age 
of some: of you. I  was :only; 14, and I  
can‘ assure you that my .experiences 
lave been; of the utmost .value to me.
‘ 'Once'- a Boy Scout always a 'Boy 
Scout." 'These words were used by 
Lord Kitchener on one occasion when 
le was inspecting Boy Scouts.. I  think 
you know what. he meant, and . what .1 
^nean—-namely, that the promises you 
made when you joined the Boy Scouts 
you ought to keep for the rest of your 
ives. That will make you better citi­
zens: and a credit to the great Empire 
to which we are all so proud to belong. 
I hope the great Jamboree will be thê  
lUge success that I feel sure it will be. 
I am "sorry I shall not be able to be 
there to see you myself, but I under­
stand that my son intends to spend, a 
day or two with you. I now wish you 
the best of luck, a safe return to your 
homes, and happy recollections of 
your visit to this country.'
"At the call .of their Leader, the 
Scouts raised t^eir hats on the points 
of their staves and gave: three ringing 
cheers for His Majesty. The Chief 
Scout said a few words in acknowledg­
ment, thanking the King for his kind­
ness and offering , to hipi, the humble 
duty of the Seduts present and of the 
movement which they represented.
“A party of Japanese Scouts was 
drawn up near the exit. The whole 
parade was one of Empire Scouts, but 
the Japanese had been invited as visi­
tors to witness the ceremony, and the 
King, on his way out, made a point of 
greeting and talking with them." .
The*“Canadian Inauranco and Office 
and Field," ' Cahadii'a leading general 
insurance paper, aays:
, "Eleven yearn ago, thin paper point­
ed out that the 'London Life Insur­
ance Company was one of the best 
ife insurance companies in the. world. 
Wc had examined its .̂ statistics and 
earned how catcfuliy and economically 
it'hadibeon managed since its start in 
1874, and wo were probably the first 
newspaper to * appreciate its qualities. 
Our judgment i.has since been over­
whelmingly sustained. It is safe to 
Say now that while there arc many 
bigger companies^ than the London 
Life, there arc none better from the 
policyholders’ point of view. Anyone 
can sec this from the dividends now 
)ajd to policyholders. Here is. one ex 
amplii—an industrial policy issued 
1902 at a premium' of 5 eents per Week 
The original policy was $125 and 
was taken on the understanding that i 
was not I entitled to share . in profits, 
Nevertheles's, today the policy is $219 
the difference, of $94, or nearly 80 he*" 
cent, bciiig due to dividends quite un 
expected by,or promised to the assur
'Cd.'
“Here is another case, A policy of 
$5,000'was issued three years ago to a 
,maq aged 31 at an annual premium 
of $94,25. This is a very low 'pre­
mium for a policy sharing in the pro 
fits. Other companies would iharge 
around $124.25 for the same policy, so 
that it was $30 ,cheaper to start with 
Yet there has been a cash dividend al­
lotted each year • which reduced the 
premium payments of the assured from 
$94.25 to $90.10 for the second year 
and to $89.70 for the third year. So 
that even in the Earliest years of this 
i-emarkably cheap policy the cash pro­
fit is substantial.
“W hy is the London Life able to 
do these things? The answer is sim­
ple. It is because it has been so care­
fully managed for its whole 50 years of 
existence. It has never lost on inves| 
ments, nor spent extravagantly in try­
ing to develop at too great a pace. The 
mortality of its policyholders is well 
below the average; the interest it earns 
*on its assets is  well above^the average; 
aiid its expenses have always been
moderate. Consequently it has an en­
ormous surplus compared to its liabil­
ities, and it can boast that its divid­
ends to policyholders are in many 
cases double what the policyholders 
were originally led to expect. No 
othe?r company has an equal record 
“We have said enough to show the 
quality of th e  London Life policits 
Otherwise, suffice it to say that the 
company had an excellent year s trad­
ing in 1923; wrote $44,000,0'?0 of new 
business or five times what it 'yrot6 
eleven years ago; has business in force 
amounting to $151,000,000, and assets 
of $23,074,000. This year is its Jubilee, 
and its fiftieth year probaby marks the 
beginning of a period of expansion in 
which its merits are certain to develop 
it into one of the very greatest instit­
utions of the country.”
ian Girl Guides, was an arrival by the 
“Sicumous" on Wednesday, Sept. 10th. 
While in the city she was entertained 
)v Mrs. J. N. Thompson, District 
[fommissioucr.
The Local Association met in her 
loiiour at the home of Mrs. McCarthy, 
'on Wednesday evening.
' Miss Mara expects to spend the win­
ter in England and was organizing in 
Mara, Crafibrook and Fcrnic on her 
Way East. The Intcriof is of peculiar 
interest to Miss Mara, having spent 
icr childhobd days in its valleys arid 
among its hills. The. town of Mara was 
called after her father and the main 
street of Vernon is named for her 
grandfather. . . ^
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THE PEACH t r e e  BORER W ITH  
PARA-DICHLOR-BENZENE (PARACIDE) 
ASK US ABOUT IT. ,
Wc have the right kind of FEED that tvUIbrinig yoti desired 
results for your POULT)Ry and STOCK at reasonable
v'',;." . V ' - ; - i ' p r i c e s .  ;
Mr. Ben Hardie, our local storc- 
cceper, has made a marked improyc- 
ment in his premises by installing el­
ectric' lighting. Many residents hoped 
at ond time'that in some way Rutland 
could tap th e . Wedt Kootcriay PdWer 
Co.’s line, but this proved to be top 
costly a proposition' and' was thus out 
of the question. NcverthclcBs; Mr. 
Hardie was determined ■ to have 'elec­
tric light, so he had a Dclco system in­
stalled by Mr. J. Trertwith, of^Kelowr 
n,a. The results have fully justified the 
considerable expense involved,; for he 
now has every modern convenience in 
his 'Store and/home, the blaze of elec­
tric illuminatidn being seen from ■’way 
up on the Bele^o and giving the 'Cor­
ner grocery" less of a countryfied air 
than - it/had' before. No, we are not get­
ting anything for this tribute' to en­
terprise! , '
ALFALFA, RYF, W HEAT. CLOV»R End VETCH for
.Fall Seeding:
Picking Ladders and Picking Bags.
FLOUR, FEED, POULTRY SUPPLIES, H A y, STRAW  
GASOLINE , OILS
K E m a  GHONERS’ aCHINGE
Wc keep o^ti Saturday nlgkts. 
Free Air Service.,
Phone 29 
Free City Delivery.
t H o  H c H o s r .  t l k e
theirInstitute held
Wednesday in
The Women’s
monthly meeting last --------- _ ^
the Methodist Church. The chief, .item 
of,-the proceedings was an, interesting 
and practical demonstration on milliii- 
ery. The hostesses for the occasion 
were Mesdames Jensen, Miller and 
Moyer. .
Mr. Arthur Cross and . his, assistant, 
Mr. Howes, had a somewhat excitihg 
experience „ with the corn cutter ibq-, 
longing to” the former last Thursday. 
They were filling the silo at Mr. 
Cross’s farm when, the ledger plate, of 
the machine, which, had become i^eak- 
ened by the loss of a bolt, came apart 
and fell among the knives. And theii 
things happened 1 riiany lit­
tle inciden'ts which cropped up was the 
falling of the pipe close to. Mr, Cross’s 
head. Nothing could be done to stop 
the damage and - when things i cooled 
off the machine was a mass of. wreck­
age. Mr. Gross is surprised that no 
further damage was done and; consi^  
ers that he and Mr. H ow p  came off 
well not to be injured, in any way.
B oao
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PLANT PEONIES AND 
OIILBS NOW
We have a goc^ selection for ■ttie 
garden nvw ready..
Peonies from 50c each; $5.00 
per dozen.
Daffodils froin 25c to 35c doz. 
Paper-white Narcissi for pots, 
p̂er dozen, 50c
Freesias (Purity) for pots,
/ per dozen, 75c
Our new Holland Bulbs to arrive 
shortly. Prices on these later.
A spendidly equipped public hos­
pital was opened last week , at Quesnel. 
It was erected and equipped eritirely 
through community effort.
Richter Street Greenheuses
Box 117 Phone 88
S-tfc
KELOWNA AGRICULTURAL , SOCIETY/
SPECIAL
KELOWNA FALL FAIR, SEPT. 30th, OCT. 1st and 2nd, 1924
The .Nicola Pine Mills, Ltd., of 
Merritt, have received large orders foi 
apple boxes from Ontario. They will 
be used principally to handle the crop 
in the Georgian Bay district.
The Comox Logging and Railway 
Company has agrreed to pay the set­
tlers at Meryille the sum of $102,000 as 
compensaUbu for losses occasioned by 
the bush fire which destroyed the set- 
lers’ homes and which originated on
the company’s tim ber limits.
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OKANAGAN  
COW -TESTING ASSO CIATIO N
Butter-Fat Results For The Month Of 
' Augpxst 
I
The cowis in the following list of the 
Okanagan Cow-Testing Association’s 
test results during the morith of Au­
gust are arranged in three \classes: ma­
ture cows, four years old and over, 
which gave not less than 50 Ibis, or 
more of butter-fat during the month; 
three-year-olds, which , gave not less 
than 45 lbs., and two-year-olds, which 
gave not less than 40 lbs. The name of 
the cow is given first, then breed, lbs. 
of milk, lbs. of butter-fat, and-name of 
owner.
Four Years Old And Oven 50 lbs.
1. Dorai Holstein, 1,545; 57.1; Cold­
stream Estate, Vernon.
2. Buttercup, Jersey Grade, 1,170, 
56.5; J. P. Craib, Lavington.
3. Lady, Holstein, 1,524, 54.8; Cold­
stream Estate, Vernon.
4. Biackic H., Holstefn Grade, 1,320, 
52.5; R. Patterson, 'Armstrong.
5- Speckle, Guernsey Grade, 1,140, 
51.2; Duggan Bros., Winfield.
6. June, Jersey Grade, 1,110, 51.0; 
Springfield Ranch, Lavington.
7- Flora, Holstein, 1,524, 50.2; Cold­
stream Estate, Vernon.
8. Peggy, Ayrshire Grade, 1,245, 
51.0; J. T. Mutric, Vernon.
Three Years Old, 45 lbs.
1. Cora, Jersey. Grade, 960, 
Springfield Ranch, Lavington.
2. Pansy, Holstein, 1,480, 
Duggan Bros., Winfield.
3. Pogis Dairy-maid, Jersey,
46.4; R. P. White, Lavington.
Two 'Years Old, 40 lbs.
1. Ruth, Gucrnscy-Holstcin, 1,030, 
46.0; R. Patterson, Armstrong.
H ARVEY TURNBULL, 
Supervisor.
Mrs. Pritchard and daughter left on 
Monday for a visit to Saskatoon.^ Mrs. 
Pritchard’s mother, Mrs. Atojieson, 
went with them as far as Sicamous.
Mr. Arthur Gellatly and family have 
moved into the Excell house for the 
winter. Mr. Gellatly left on Sunday 
for a job in the Glenmore packing 
house. ,
• r i s r i i r &
. - B e s f  H « d  of"St^f?v?er than five dairy cattle.' any breed. First Prize.
- B e s f  J°e?siy
B e s t% tn U y S l Prizq gr^cerietto''!Slue"of $5 .o l pres^^^^^
$5.00, given by Mr.’cT B. Latta, to the girl gaming the highest number 
B est ^^Sm ^H og. First Prize, ham. 10 to  12 lbs.; ^ co n d  Prize, side of
Tj ? B °rd i^ o T n k S °S D rin g  Wheat. Prize; $10.00, given by;the Alberta
-Best Two Loaves of Bread^ m^^ The McKenzie Co., Ltd.
R ? mad̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ QuIkefFlour.^ First Prize. 98-lb. sack of
Best Loaf j pSe'^49-lb; sack of Quaker flour; given by
Quaker_flour,_ S^^ Ltd. Merchant’s receipt must^ac-
iompany eakh showing flour purchased within 30 days previous
Self
Help
mHUMP
APORAl̂
l U
Statistics show that on an 'aver- 
. age the men, women and children 
of Canada each consume $700 
'worth of products a year.
It is jeasy to see what a tre­
mendous stimulation British Col­
umbia people can i give to British 
Columbia industry and—help, each 
individual in the province by . 30 
doing. ■'
Pacific Miik Go., Limited
Head Office: Vancoufor,. B.O.^ 
Factories W Ladner and Abbotsford, B>.C
THE KELOWNA
Poultry Association
FLOUR AND FEED STORE  
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
- W hy not save money and at 
the* same time help to support 
a Home Industry by using 
FLA VO FLOUR, manufactur­
ed by the Okanagan Farmers* 
Milling Co.? You will get a 
sound, wholesome, unadultera- 
ted article. Excellent for bread,* 
cakes or pastry. Try a sack; 
W e deliver promptly to any 
address in town. ^
Store Open Satui^day Night.
Bread made of Flavo Flour. First Prize, 98-lb. sack of Flavo 
A^ur- Second Trize, 49-lb. sack of Flavo flour; given by the Vernon ^ ThA Kelowna Poultrv Association,
Mr. W ells and his son Harvey have 
gone to East Kelowna to work in the 
packing house. ,
??Vr’ ^^‘̂ °“ ,hroncrh their’agents, e elo a o ltry ssociatio ,
« c h , entry sho»ing four
,ys previo
-Best Loaf of Bread,; oaKoa ' seeo".id 'P riz i. 49-Ib.
The Macs in the co-operative house 
here are nearly finished. Some of the 
groweris have started picking 
thans an d ' Winter Bananas but the 
packers, are still idle part of their time. 
It looks as if there would be no rush 
this year at all.
A picnic was held at the lake on 
Saturday by the school children. A few 
of the grown-ups. were there also. Af­
ter a swim lunch was spread on the 
shore. Gafrics were played until dark. 
A g;rcat many of the children are get­
ting to be expert swimmers.
18
19
51.0;
786,
A party of about eight enjoyed a 
swim in the moonlight on Monday ev­
ening and afterwards had ; lunch and 
games around a bonfire on the shore.
20
21
22
Mr. Ralph Jones, who has been for 
the last three weeks, in the Bank ot
23
FOR HIGH CLASS JOB PRINTING GO TO TH E COURIER
The by-law voted on by the rate­
payers of Armstrong last week, which 
called for the raising of $3,500 by the 
issue of debentures for the purpose 6 ' 
providing that city with a public 
swimming bath, Was, defeated by a vote 
o f 79 against to SO f̂or the by-law.
Commerce in Kelowna, has been .mov­
ed to Keremeos. W e are sorry to ^ e  
him go so far, but are sure' Ralphs 
pleasant smile will win him fnends 
wherever he goes, and here’s wishing 
him cvciy success.
24
25
26
As the shootiiTg season opened on 
Monday, the boys and men have been 
making early trips to the lakes around 
here. Some of them have been suc- 
cessfuL
27
28
Ltd. Merchant’s
t'Loaf o f  '/RbW” H”?**"
'n f 'fr p .L ?  g f  ib S i l t  Hood” aour; Second Prize, 49-%
f ttRohin Hood" flour; given by Robin Hood Mills, Ltd;, through 
Kelowna GrSw^fs’ Exchange. Dealer’s sales slip showing 
' nb? lc" r.h ?n -49 lbs. of "Robin Hood" dour widnn three
.-B e s r 'L S f " o f 't r S  made ’from ' ’pS i“
ih ro u S  t K k lo w M  Growe^’̂ ' S  sales slip must be
- L a r S n iS m e T ’; !  W  ^
Chocolates given by The McKenzie C^, Ltd. t **4„  Lhocoiates^givLu I riven by Kelowna Women’s Institute.
.-Best Knitted Quilt. Prize, p j„ t Prize, bulbs to
.--Greatest number of e n ^  m U value of $4.00; presented by
^ n n ie  & Co., Seed Merchants, through Kelowma ]Growers’_ExchMge. 
K ^nie . pj -_g gjjt varieties and six of a kind. First
.--Best Collect g J  Prize, $3.00; Third Prize, $2.00; given by W . J.
Palm krf & t c r  Street. Gkebrihouses.' Must be at least four entries, 
otherwise first prize will not be avrarded. _  _ , . .  -
K - f  K^nfSed'fe^^^^^ ’w om en’s
.-Pers^n^iakhlg the most First Prizes in Ladies’ Section. Prize, $5.00, giv-
.-BcsrCe^nricrnkn?’ Fkncy Vest. Prize, $5.00, given by Mr. D. W .
n,.c?HHlf-doMn Photo Prints, local views, amateur only and token this 
. - B e s r  Half dozen^rjze. Waterman Fountain Pen; Second Prize, Eversharp
»̂encil- given by P. B. WilHts & Company. . x> i
Best rin to? 4-lb. Semi-ripe Tomatoes, for Purposes. Trize 1.—Best tin top ^  given by Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
B e s f l o f o ? M l l n S f h  Red^Aw^^^^ t l f .  Riven by W estm inster
■' Brewery .Co. (Apples to become p r o p ^  of donor of prize.) _
- B e s t  PbM  of M elmosh Red Apple.. P m e. $5.00, given by Glen C.
T O M A T O
K E T C H U P
Home-nuid0  o t courae? 
Notblna like Itl To enniM  
a good supply at-little oo«t 
put I t  u p  n o w  w h i l e  
tomatoea are cheap and 
plentlfuL
CUSS ca UHITIB
HOiniaL oBPT.o
u se:,
Ifefferil S ea l 
. C r o w n
I m p i x i v E d Q g j j j
........
jce^e boob on request
ANY QUANTITY  
BUT ONE QUALITY
29 ._Grez"S“ nu'SroY poinB CompeUtionin Prize,box of cigars, given by Mr. J. V . Ablctt.
PHONE 151
' ¥
I
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THE KBLQWWA CPU|U»R AW». OKAWAOAM vORC«ARDI»T; PAQIS T H R E E
Book-keeping
Motie an4 more the experienced 
ferniet realizes the importance o f  
aomrate boolc-keeping. '  ̂ =
The farmer who opem a Chequing 
Account with the o f Montreal 
ia enabled to keep an exact record 
of receipts and expenditure ^ d  to 
hove the hlelplul advice o f ah ̂ peri* 
* en c^  hanker, whenever he nee^ it*-
n̂ e thatt be pleased to supply
Payou rwith a F mter*s AcedutU’" 
Book free d f charge*
A. G, -MciGOSH;' Manager*' 
Kelowna Branch:
BANKGff M O NTRm
E s ta b lis h e d  o v e r l O O  y e a r s
PIHK CREPE Do CHBNE SPORTS 
, DRESS SHOWS THE SMART 
WIDE BELT
H A L F -ii ' C E N T U R Y ' 0F-^ PUBIilC'' SERViCE^‘̂ i^l924;
iB u s ih e s s  M an'’s| v lu b ileo  P o l ic y
/
n A F T E R  R E D U G I H C
■ ■ P R E M I U M '  $ 7 0 , 0 0 ' ^ ; ^ ' : :
N;'* ON THE OLD STANDARD R A T E S'
The London Life Have Declared a D>ividend, or a Further SaVing to You of 
$25.00 THE FIRST y e a r  (ao at age 46) ^$26.70 THE SEC^OND YEAR,
Sample m o o o  P o licy -A ge 4 6 -p M  ;KMc;................ .
Age 46—New. Rat6 .........A...-.4. $332.00
Sample $10,000 Policy^— ÂgC' 35—0]id l^ te  ...................
* Age ,35—Nciy Rate  ,............ $2H.0S
Sample $10,000 Policy—Age 2?—Old Rate ........ *.......... f???*99
Age 22—Newf Rate $167.50
a g e s  16 TO 65 PRO RATA—$5,000 POLICY I^A^F ABOVE RATE
' As this policy participates in the splendid profits 6f the Companjr, yotW premium will lie reduced each 
year You may also change it if you wish after five years to the 20-Payment-Life plan at a
J ■ .. 1. : „  a. _ 1   1 d . latiiim ti fnllxjr. nn in .iin, x   i  n  n  u u  *ou —  --lower rate then than you can buy that plan today—pay IS payments and h ave  a fully paid-up
policy for $10,000. '
For d small additional payment this policy guarantees to pay you, if totally disabled through, any sick­
ness or accident, $100.00 >̂er month, for life or until recovery. Also, the company will ^  or 
pay the premium each year and not charge them to you upon recovery. Also, $10,000 will be paid 
to your beneficiary should you die by natural causes, but should you die by any accident your 
beneficiary will receive $20,0(30. ' ' ' ;’ ■' '̂ ' ’ ■ ’ ’ ‘ * • I. ' ‘ '' ■ ■ ■ ' ■ . ‘ ' •. ' 1 i '■ .* , \ I . I I' •.'■I' .
V
FOR RADIO AMATEURS J
„nr Tr*'ir'Tr’'w • •
KGO Programme For Weelc Of 
September 21. tu September 27
(Frequency, 960 kilocycles; 312 m e^es)
Sunday, Sep^mbe'r ,21 ‘
11.00.—Service of the Tenth Avenue 
Baptist Church, Oakland, Cal. • .y 
Organ Prelude—Andante, from the 
Sixth Symphony (Beethoven).— Ida
Fording, ^
, .Hymn— “Come, 'Thou Almighty
King."
Anthem— “O Give Thanks Unto the 
Lord” (Ballard).
‘. Baritone Solo-^“The Publican’V (van 
de Water).— Willard Schindler.^
‘ Offertory— “Pilgrim Song.of Hope”. 
(Batiste). < .
M — “I ' Have Found a
Friend” (Stebbins).
Sermon— “Angels That Walk With 
Meii.”—Rev. George W. Ph^illips, 
Pastor.
Hymn— ’.‘More Love To Thee, O 
Christ” ,
Organ Postlude—• March (Petrali).- 
, 3.30 p.m.—r Concert by the KGO 
Little Sym phony' Orchestra, Carl 
Rhodehamel conducting, and ■ All 
Souls’ Episcopal Church Choir of Ber­
keley, Cal., Kathleen Sherris Luke, 
acepmpanist and director. .
' Instrumental Selections— (a) Waltz, 
^Scenes du Bal” (Czibulka); (b) Over- 
' ture, “Merry Wives of Windsor” (N i­
colai);. (c) “Extase” (Ganne); (di)
' “Polonaise Militaire*' , (Chopin).—  
- KGO Little Symphony Orchestra. 
Anthem— “I Waited For The Lord” 
(Mendelssohn).
Soprano Solo—' “How Lovely Are 
Thy Dwellings” (Liddie). — Mrs. H. 
C. Lansing. • ■
Anthem— "God Is A Spirit” (Ben- 
nett).
Piano Solos— (a) “May Night” 
(Palmgren); (b) “Sunbeams” (Palm- 
gren).—Kathleen Sherris Luke,
Baritone Solo— “Love Eternal” \A - 
. dams).—A. Breiningerr
Anthem—“King All Glorious” (Bar- 
uby).
Instrumental Selections— (a) Selec­
tion from “Lohengrin” (W agner); (b) 
Ballet Suite, “La Source” (Delibes): 
Incantation, Romance, Introduction 
and Mazurka, Finale.— KGO Little 
Symphony Orchestra.
7.45 p.in.—-Service of the Tenth Av­
enue Baptist Church, Oakland, Cal.
Prelude—̂ “Ave Maria’’ ( Bach-Gon- 
nod).
Hymn— “One More Dash’s W'ork 
for Jesus.”
Male CHiorus— “All Hail!” (Thom- 
as). '
Violin Solo— "Canzonetta’’ (Tschai- 
. owsky).—Orley See.
Anthem—• “Hark, Hark My Sobl” 
(ShellcV).
Offertory—■ "Sweet Evening Star” 
(Wagner). ’
Sermon— ‘̂Dusk or Dawn?”— Rev. 
Gcp. W. Phillips, Pastor. .
Violin Solo— “In The Time of Ros­
es” (Reichart).— Orley See. ■  ̂
Orgaii Postlude — Festival March 
(Teilman).
Tuesday, September 23 
8.00 p.m.
p a r t  I
Given by the Y.W.C.A., Oakland,
Cal.
The Y.W.C.A. Gir^ Reserve Code.
'-/ Girl Reserve Song .and Yell.
Vocal Selection— “When Morning 
Gilds the Sky.’̂  Girls’ Glee Club.  ̂ ^
Greeting and Song by Girls’ Club.
Asilomar Camp Songs.
Address— “The ..Service to Young 
Womanhood.”—Alice M. Brookman, 
General Secretary, Y.W.C.A., Oak­
land, Cal. _ . , ,
Vocal Selections— Negro Spirituals. 
^M em bers of the Linderi Branch,
Vocal Selections — Foreign Folk 
Songs (translated).—Sung, by Y.W .- 
C.A. Girls.' '
Opening Ceremonies of the Beta 
Gamma Chi.
!Y;W.C.A. Song— "Follow the Gle­
am.”— Ruth Hall Crandall. ^
Songs b y  the Lien Sa., (Chinese) 
Club.
Address— “Athletics, for/ Girls.”— 
Alice B. Goodman, Head of Physical 
EducatioUj Y;W.C.A., Oakland, Cal.
Contralto Solos.— Ruth Hall: Cran­
dall.
PART II .
Given by the Y.M.C.A., Oakland, 
Cal.
Piano . Solo-r Prelude in G. Minor
(Rachmaninoff).~Fr*mk Denke.
Y.M;C.A. Camp Songs— “Feather 
Bed;”  ̂ “The Noodle - Soup Rag”; 
“They’re Always In The W ay;” "Any^ 
body Seen My Kitty ?”—Hi-Y Club.
Violin Solo— Concerto in D Major 
(Seitz).—^Antone Davigo.
Address — “A Young 'Man’s Op­
portunity.”—Wm. Giilanders, General 
Secretary;- Y.M.G.A., Oakland, (Tal.
<Bass Solo—“Rocked in the. Cradle of 
the Deep’̂  (Petrie).—Charles Lloyd.
Opening Ritual  ̂ of the “Pioneer 
Club.”
Address—“The Boy and His Dad.’ 
—Bob K oll'(14 years old). '
Violin Solo—“Estudiantina” (W aldt 
eufel).—Antone Davigo.
Bass Solo—“Off to Philadelphia.”— 
Charles Lloyd.
Vocal Selections •— “Y. M. C. A. 
Songs;” ‘‘Men of ' Our Americal”— 
Notches Chorus.
Piano Solo—“Liebestraume” (Liszt). 
—Frank Denke. ■
Thursday, September 25
8.00 p.m.
The Booth Tarkington and Harry 
Leon Wilson comedy, “Twcedles,” will 
be presented by the KGO Players un­
der the direction of Wilda Wilson 
Church,' Lenore Everett will take the 
role of “ Winsora,” the charming niece 
of Mrs. Albergbne, -who ow ns, the 
“Antiquity Shop and Tea Terrace;”' 
and Bairy Hopkins will speak the part 
of “Adam Tweedles.” ■ The part of 
“Julian Castlebury,” who buys out the 
^ntiquity Shop’s supply of Bristol 
glass, just to find excuses to visit 
Winsora, will be undertaken by Fred 
Thomas. Music between the acts will 
be rendered by the Arion Trio.
• Saturda:^, September 27
8.00 p.m.
PART I.
Given by the Choir of the First Uni­
tarian Church, Oakland, Cal.
’Cello S o lc ^  Sonata in G Major 
(Sammartini).— Ĵean Allen.
Vocal Selection— “Morning Softg” 
(Massenet).—The Church Choir.
V Soprano Solos— (a) “It Was a L ov­
er and Tbis Lass” (Chadwick); (b) 
“Night and Dreams” (Schubert); (c) 
“Butterflies” (Seiler).—Claire Harsha
Leather belts of the wide variety 
are coming in foi;-their share of atten­
tion,'after a season ' in which narrow 
belts or* im belts at all have been at the 
height o f  fashipn.
The sports -frock here is of pink 
crepe- de Chine, and the wide belt 
which . adorns the blouse is of soft 
black su^de. • \
' Narrow bands of sheer white or­
gandie finish the rounded neck-line 
and the short, sleeves.;
' T H I S ^ P O L I G  Y ' T S : ' -  V A L U E R '
For the Man Who; Needs '  ̂ ^ : ̂  -
P R O T E C T I O N  w i t h  a  P R O F I T
s
Upshur.
Piano Solos— (a) - Gavotte (Bach); 
(b) Barcarolle (Tschaikowsky).-^Ad­
rian Iliohan. ,
Duets for Sopranos-(«1) “Sous ' le 
dome- epais;” from “ Lakme” (Deli­
bes) ; (b) “Nearest ahd Dearest’’ (Tus­
can Folk Song).—Claire Harsha Up* 
shur and Omo Grimwood.
Soprano Solos— (a )“ Elegie” (Mas 
sehet); (b) “Faithfu’ Johnnie” (Bee­
thoven); (c) “Who Is Sylvia?” (Schu­
bert).—Claire Harsha Upshur, accom­
panied by instrumental trio.
Vocal ‘Selection— “The N igh t:Has 
a Thousand Eyes”v (Birge). — The 
Church Choir. • !
* ' ' PART II
ilnstrumental Selection— “Potpourri 
of Patriotic Marches”.—^Arion Trio.
Soprano Solos— (a) “Thy Beaming 
E^yes” (M ac^oweil); (b) “A Pastoral 
( Veracini) .•—Louise Kemble Brown.
Travel Talk— ‘T h e Red Sea, Egypt 
and the Pyramids.”—J. E. Barnes.. • 
Baritone Solos— (a) “ Loch Lomond' 
(Scottish); (b) “ Killarney” (Balfe).—  
Dean Allen.
Monologue -r- “Life”, r— Bert Hort­
on. .
Piano Solos.—Helen Merchant. 
Tenor Solos— (a) “La donna e mo­
bile,” from̂  “Rigoletto” (Verdi); (2) 
“M’Appari,” ' frodi ' “Martha” (von 
.Flotow).—Frank Mueller.
Monologue—̂ “ The Rube and thei 
Radio.”—Fred Thomas.
Guitar D u e ts -  “ Hawaiian Airs.”— 
Joseph Lario and Jack Andrade.
Contralto, Solos— (a) “Miss Rose' 
(Hammond); (b) “O por a Day of 
Spring’ (Andrew's); (c) ’‘My Dear' 
(Salter).—Elsie Banta Crane.
Instnimental Selections— (a) ‘’Med­
itation” (M assenet): (b) “Moment
Musicale” (Schubert).-A rion Trio.
Tenor,. Solos— (a) “There’ll Never 
Be One Like You” (Fancher); (b) ’‘In 
Summer Garden” (W eiler); (c) 
“Shady Lane” CWeiIer).-Frank Muel­
ler. \
Piano Soibs— (a) “Dance of the 
Rubber Dolls” (La Valle); (b) “Lost- 
My-Baby Blues,” Fox Trot.—^Judson 
Weiler. i'
Humorous Dialogue—“What Killed 
the Dog.”—Fred Thomas and Bert 
Horton.  ̂ •
Instrumental Selection—“Love and 
Spring” (Waldteufel).— Arion Trio.
ta
Editor Concerning Insurance,
Toronto Saturday Night*
Chatham, Ont., Nov. 1, 1923.
Sir,f*-I am considering taking on some addition^ life insurance and anibng sev^^ policies that have
been brought to my attention is one put out by the London Life, known as a Siipw Select Policy for five 
thousand dollars. What do you think oL the London Life in general and of this PoUcy m ^ c u l a r ?
Mr. C-' Sir—You will be well advised in taking out a Super-Select Policy for $5,000 with the London Life,
if you can 'get one of the low-priced poUcies. The London Life is one of our leading C ^ d ian  companies, 
and haT^ways been carefully managed, and is accordingly ill a very strong financial position.
EDITOR CONCERNING INSURANCE, TORONTO SATURDAY NIpHT.
a\:
T h e  L o n d o n  L i f e
M
Insurance Company
L O N D O N ,  C A N A D A
A .|H . D eM ara & Son a g e n t s
Showing the Growth of This
K elow nn
1923 1918 1913 1908 
New Insurance 
Issued
W ell Managed Company
A CANADIAN COMPANY W ITH CANADIAN INVESTM ENTS AND SECURITIES
1908 1913 1918 4923 
Insurance in 
Force :
‘ §
r  •• 'M*
.............. .
A u c t i o n  S a l e
VWIhlhc Cream 
Left In!
FR E E  R ECIPE BOOK—
Write The Borden Co:, Limited, Van­
couver.
To England, Ireland, 
Scotland, France & Germany
One of the most pleasant events of 
your Christmas holidays In the Old 
World will bo the sea voyage on aV^ite Star»Dominion-one-cIaa» cabta 
“Christmas Ship.” Supremo comfort, 
courteous and attentive Mrvice* un- 
Burpassed cuisine
Book now for a choice of accom- 
HaUfs«"°Glasgow, Belfast, Liverpool 
REGINA (New) - 5®®*.,”Halifax, Chcrig. S^mpton, Hambg
PITTSBURGH (N ew ) Dec. 11
Halifax, Glasgow, Belfast, ^erp^I
CANADA - - - Dec. 14
Ask one of our tiavel 
experts to call and help 
plan yo\ur trip;
^ CatL phone or writo
Rogers Bldg., 
VANCOUVER
or LoeaflCnVohd S.S. Agent* 64
'Favoured with instructions, the undersigned will sell by Public 
Auction, at the residence of • .
REV. ■ W. GRAHAM-BROWN
corner of Richter-Street and Glenwood Avenue, on
3 0 th
1 p.m. sharp :
an exceptionally choice and desirable quantity of Household 
Furniture, Domestic Utersils and Tools, of which the following 
is a partial list:—
Violin and Music.
Gate Leg Table. 
Folding" Card Table.
Pictures. 
China Cabinet.
N E W  M AP ISSU ED
O F SO U TH ER N  B.C.
Motorists in Quebec are obliged to 
have their cars equipped with speed­
ometers. Heretofore they were ex­
cused on pleas that they did not know
how fast they were driving.
W H IT E  S J A S .
d o m i n i o n  L I N E
A  community ice rink is being b 
at Revelstoke at a cost of $11,500.
uilt
Piano, London make.
Gramophone, cost $160. ISO Records.
Lady’s", Secretaire, Mahogany Sheraton.
Chesterfield, and three Chairs to match.
4 Carved Japanese Centre Tables.
Extension Dining Table, Fumed Oak.
Buffet, and six chairs to match.
2 'Wilton Rugs, 9 ft. x  ft. 1 Wilton Rug, 9 ft. x  9 ft. 
Grandfather Clock. Davenport. Large Refrigerator.
Wicker Settee. 3 Wicker Chairs. Extension Deck Chair. 
Oak Cabinet, 20 drawers." ' Quantity of Books.
White Sewing Machine, new.^ Curtains and Rugs.
2 Simmons Twin Beds, with coll springs & Ostermoor mattresses. 
Single Iron Bed, complete. Single Oak Bed, complete.
Folding Bed, complete. 4 Camp Cots.
Dresser and Stand, birdseye maple. Dresser and Stand, satinwood. 
Dressing Table,'oak. 2 Chests of Drawers.
4 Bedroom Chairs. Bedroom Carpets. All Table Linen.
A very interesting map of Southern 
British Columbia, covering from lati­
tude 51 to the International Boundary 
and including the Dominion Railway 
Belt, has just been issued by the Nat­
ural Resources Intelligence Service of 
the Department of the Interior at Ot­
tawa. In the Railway* B3U area the 
disposition of land is shown; also the 
Timber Berths and Grazing Leases 
granted, while Forest Reserves, Na­
tional Parks and Indian Reserves are 
indicated clearly. y
A further striking feature ' of the 
map is the showing, by means of red 
colouring, of data regarding the nat­
ural resources of each locality, thus af­
fording a bird’s-eye view of the prin, 
cipal industries of each district.
A copy * may be obtained free of 
charge on application to the Director, 
Natural Resources Intelligence Ser­
vice, Department of the Interior, Ot­
tawa.
T h e Q c a r a - 'S a c a r A r tnmt  e. lo r ifc A Q fe i
LOH«HAMEX
CARLXA£^taJt
At the Empress Theatre, Friday and Saturday, September 19th and ZOth
Several pairs of Blankets, Quilts and Spreads.
Vacuum Sweeper. Kitchen Cabinet. Kitchen Table and Chairs. 
3-burner “Perfection” Oil Stove, with oven. ' Cook Stove, 
Ice Cream Freezer. Plate Rack. Flour Can. Kitchen Sm Ics. 
All Dishes, Glassware and Crockery. All Kitchen Utensils, 
Washer and Mangle. Quantity bf Sealers. Quantity of Crocks. 
Stove- Wood. 2 Whcelbarrowk.' Garden Hose. Cement Roller. 
Tent, 1 2 'X 14V with fly. Tent, 8 ' x  lO], with fly.
Set Single Work Harness, Picking Ladder Pruning Outfit. 
9 frames Unbreakable Glass. _ Croquet S e t
Carpenter's Ghest'and Tools. Chains. Shovels. 2 Cant Hooks. 
Forks, Hoes, Rakes and Axes. Quantity of Fire Brick.
2 Incubators, 140-cgg capacity. •
Without reserve. Terms: strictly cash. 
Sale at 1 p.m, sharp:
ALL GOODS IN FINE CONDITION
G. W. CUNNINGHAM Auctioneer
5-2c
In his anoual report, recently issued, 
the Inspector of Municipalities of this 
province states that the position of 
municipalities in -B.C. is substantially 
sound.- . He-further reports that, un­
less unforeseen conditions arise, there
is cvc''y prospect that there will be no 
difficulty in the future in retiring all 
municipal debentures from funds pro­
vided from year to year in the usual 
way. . ■
w
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P R O F E S S IO iS fA L  & T R A D E S
DR. il. W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. P«ndo*l St. A Lawrcnco Avo,
BURNE & WEDDELL^
 ̂ Barrister, SoUcItora oitd 
, Notaries Public
E. C.,WcddclI : John F. Burne 
, (Established 1903) '
KELOWNA. B.C.
: NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS.
' NOTARIES PUBLIC 
'(Successors to R. B. Kerr) 
Roweliffe Block. / , KelowuOf B.C*
RITCHIE & SHAW
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, 
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
Willits Block Kelowna, B.C.
H ER B ER T V. CRAIG
BARRISTER-AT-LAW 
SQL2CITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
/ :(Late Registrar of Titles, K am -' 
, loops),
KELOWNA B. C.
MRS. A. J .  PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher ojf Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: 'Corner of Richter St. and 
Harvey Ave.’■Phone 225-L3; P.O.29^
D. F. DOYGE, M .O.
Physician and , 
Surgeon
Office in Residence, Bernard Ave.
. THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT. Proprietor 
/^Phones: Bua. 164 : Rea. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNON'GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Gut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . GROVES
I M. Can. So& C. E.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surreya and Reports on Irrigation Worka . Applications (or Water Licenses
KELOWNA. B.C.
ADBOTT &  MoDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block' 
KELOWNA
JOSEPH J^OSSI 
CONTRACTOR 
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: ' - D. Chapman Bam
’Phone 298
f
Now's the time to instal a set 
or get the old one rebuilt.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. ’
Before Buying See—
F. W. SIMMONS
Theatre Manager.
THE IDEAI.
Summer. Fuel
BOX CUTTINGS ^ 2  2 5
per load, delivered!
P H O N E  312
S. M. SIMPSDN, LTD.
IkEOIAIKaNO
rat KltOWIM COUVIR
AN»
OKanagan Orchardlst.
.. I Owned and Edited, by 
G. C. ROSE.
' ' Circulation. 1,200 .,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any addrcoa in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. Tpvthc United 
tates and other foreign countries.
$3.00 per year. 
I The COURIER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article. . .
To' ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be Icgiblly written on one
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
fc
ELECTRIC TROUBLES
copy IS pre erred.
Letters to the editor, will not “9
:  A COSMOPOUTE :| 
:  IN A C A fE
By O. HENRY
❖  Copyright by The Wheeler Syn- ♦  
dicatc, Inc. ❖ !. , . . - ........  ...... --I
EX TRA
SPEC IA L
At midnight the cafe was crowded. i 
By some chance .the little table at 
which I snt had /escaped the-eye of 
incomers, and two vacant chairs at it| 
extended their arm.s with venal hos-
GET IT  AT
FU M U TO N ’S
“ W h e r e  C a s h  B e a t s  C r e d i t "
Dry Goods Phono 58 Grocery Phono 35
Gents’ Furnishing Phone 58 . ^
EXTRA
SPEC IA L
pitulity to the influx of patrons. 
, And
cannot be t^liminatcd by imerc ordin­
ary mechanics. You get the services i 
of a skilled electrician here at thoi
then a cosmopolite sat In one 
of them, and I was glad, for I held 
a theory that since Adam no trltCi citi­
zen of the world Jj4s existed. WJc hear
firice you will have to pay for infer- 0
dc^pf^m^^ ;̂ tlm wdtcr"s c ltrcc t name I of them, and wc see foreign labels on ac Piunit. , 11  ̂  ̂ much luggage, but wc trnvell€*rs
reedved afterl
lor services elsewhere. Wc confine 
our work to this one line and for
must be appi^ndcd.
Contributed — —  , .Wednesday noon will not be pub- 
lishcd until the following week.
THAT IS NEW AND AHRACTIVE
V ■ : F O R -  F A L L  W E A R  i
that reason arc able to’ give you j 
cfficiciit. results. W e . arc ignition
I invoke your consideration of the 
scene—the marble-topped tables, the 
range of Icathcr-uphofatercd wall scats, 
the gay company, the ladies dressed in
and lighting spcci^ists.
yVe carry a full line of ignition 
parts.
Come in and hear the RADIO.
i THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1924 jgnJ.atate toilets, speaking in an ex-
---- - quisitc visible chorus o f taste, ccon-
LADIES’ SMART FALL COATS VICTORIA, THE NEW SHOE FOR WOMEN
Thomson & Cope
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
iWnmtlMMrtWMIUllHimiHMtMMMIMMMHMMIMKMMilUIMtlHnMIW
O r c h a r d  R u n
omy, opulence or art; the sedulous and 
largess-loving garcons. the music wise­
ly catering to all with its raids upon |
HiiiiMiimmHwmNtiitmNmmtMUMWfMmitmiiiiiHHhHmwiiwhwhii
the composers; the melange ,'of talk 
and laughter—and, , if you will, the I
VOTE FOR NEW  FIRE HALL
Wurzburger in the tall glass cones that 
bend to your lips as a ripe cherry
SPECIALLY PRICED
Splendid models in all wool (P O C [
velours at .............. ....................
Wonderful values in , Burberry Coats—
$18.50 $22.50
Phone 342
oon 
BREAD 
IS A
B O D Y f
b u i l d e r )
GOOD FOOD Is a real necessity in 
order to maintain good health. 
SUTHERLAND’S White Bread is 
enjoyed by an ever increasing circle
of patrons who, recognizfe ite_ true 
healthful value. Others find Bread 
satisfaction in the Brown Loaf 
which in addition to the full,' natural 
value of the whole wheat b e i ^ ,  con­
tains the rougher flakes of bran so 
essential'an aid to digestion.
Have you, 'reader^ CT^erienced the 
healthful and appetizing properties 
of our Bread? If not, determine to 
do so right away.
PHONE 121
SutiierlaniTs Bakery
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
On Tuesday next, September 23rd, sways on its branch to the beak, of a 
.he Council Chan.be.r bCwceu the I told f r  =cu<P«r
hours of 9 a.m. and 7 p.m., a vote btL^|-^|y. , A/
the ratepayers will be taken , upon a I My cosmopolite wds named K. Rush- 
By-Law to raise $17,000 by way of dc- moEc Coglan, and he will be heard
bcnturcs in order to ercct'a hew F ire ^ o iti  next summer at Coney Islancl. 
_i ., r  , He is to establish a new attraction
Hall. Elsewhere m this issue be informed me, offering kingly
found' a statement in explanation of Mivcrsioti. And then his .conversation 
the proposal, prepared by the Fire Bri- ran along parallels of latitude and
gade, which covers quite Ailly the prin- longitude. He took the great, round 
* , : ' I world in his hand, so to speak; fam-ojP^l arsnnicnts in favour of i t , ,and » I juaj-iy, contemptuously, and it seemed 
endorsing and supplementing it to I no larger than the seed of , a Mara- 
cnlargc upon its details would be a schino .cherry in a table d’hote grape 
work of supererogation. But, with fruit. He spoke disrespectfully of the 
ebaracterisUe modeety, .he Bripde
have said little of their own achieve-1 flopped up the high seas with his nap- 
ments, and it may be pointed out that kin. With a wave of his hand he would 
the vote bn Tuesday will afford the speaks of a certain bazaar in Hydera- 
.a.epayer3 an o P P o r^ to  *o «p reas | ; ^W HI
their opinion of the Brigade by means, breakers with/the Kanakas at Keal- 
of what will be practically a vote of Jaikahiki. Presto! He dragged' you 
confidence and a vote of thanks. through an Arkansas post-oak swamp,
• ' , , . X let you dry for a moment on the alkaliAs will be seen by reference to the pjgjjjg^p£ ĵ jg jjjahQ ranch, then whirled
“Twenty Years Ago” column in this you into the society of Viennese arch­
issue, there was a Fire Brigade of a dukes. Anon he would be'telling you 
sort even in those far-off days, but the a cold he acquired in a Chicago lake 
w, . . , „ j ‘j. breeze and'how old Escamila cured it
Brigade of today, with its finely de^el- Buenos Ayres with a hot infusion of
oped organization and strict discipline, I the chuchula weed; You would have 
dates from 1909. Fifteen years of loyal address a letter to “ E- Rushr 
and unselfish service to the city, with-l the F ^ th , Solar
out desire or thought of fee or reward, |  feeling, confident that it would be de­
in itself is a splendid record, crowned Uvered to him.
with work of the utmost value in sav- | • I was sure that I had found at last 
ing property from destruction. Timel Adam,
and again dangerous outbreaks that f^g^f^f ĵ ĝ  j  should discover in
threatened to turn into a general con- it the local note of the mere globe- 
fla^ration have been fought and sub- trotter. But his opinions, never flut- 
dued by the dogged courage and ten-1 *®,red or dropped; he was as ̂ impartial
acity and the firefighting skill of these ^he winds or gravitation, 
volunteers, and their recompense has And as E. Rushmore Coglan prattled 
been but a sense of duty voluntarily of this little planet I thought with glee 
undertaken and well done. a CTeat almost-cosmopolite who
. . wrote for the whole world and dedi-
What would it hav^ cost the .Cityjc^ted himself to Bombay. In a poem 
of Kelowna to have maintained a paid jhe has to say that there is pride ^nd
Fire Brigade through all those years? rivalry*between the cities of the earth,
'Tu;. and that ‘ the men that breed fromThe Brigade numbers Twenty efficient, up and down, but
trained members. If they were P^id, I (.jii^g fĵ gii- qî igg* heni as a child to
one year’s- wages would more than I the mother’s, gowp.” And whenever
equal the $17,000 required for erection they walk “by roaring streets un-
of the new Fire Hall. But this is * e y ‘^m em ber-theii-native, . ,, . . ... I city most faithful, foolish, fond; mak-
looking only at a small phase of the I jgg jjgj. mere-breathed name their
question. WhaV is the totaL value of bond upon their bond.” And my glee 
the property saved from fire by the was roused because I had caught Mr 
«rnrt of tTi'p PSrieradp Hiirinir thp na.st I napping. Here I had found p
man. not made from dust; one who had
FUR TRIMMED COATS at Unusually Low
Prices.
Come in all new shades for fall: witlv French 
beaver arid racoon collarp; : fully lined.
Priced .......... $32.50$37.50
Made of superior quality leathers, of tan and black 
calf and patent extension sole, kid. lined. dJU  ffA
New Fall Price, per pair .... ........ U / O .d v
The Doris Oxfords for !womcn with cushion sole,
; extra wide last and rubber heels; ' jS|’A
Clearance of Women’s and growing Girls’, Sandal^,i 
kid and patent leathers; all sizes; O K
per pair ............. ............
MEN'S CAPS AT SAVING PRICES
Just arrived, a large shipment of Men’s Caps from
' England. This is a very stylish cap. in: a onc-p|ccc 
back. Made I up in the newest shades.
MILLINERY VALUES
Hats that are just a little different from the ordinary. 
Black and new fall shades (PC Ktfl 7 K
in Trimmed Hats ....... ^  I  • 4 O
Tweed Hats for ladie^ and growing $1.95 
NEW  SILKS
FOR FALL WEAR ATTRACTIVELY PRICED
Novelty Silks in shot effects, the new thing for fall 
wear; comes in several shades. , ©"I >TC
Priced Special at, per yard ........... . w X * I w
Fancy “Silk Knit Silk” in black and all (liO 9 K  
the new shades. New Fall Price, yard .
Embroidery Beads in 12 colors. Those are-the 
very latest for trimming; per bu“ch
Artsyl Crochet Silk, 30 yards to the ball, all "I pT ^
.... .....  X tfV
$1.25SAVINGJPRICE...
British Made Caps  ̂ '
In a heavier cloth, new colorings in checked tweeds, 
handsome brown and fawn: colors; (P’fl fVCt
SAVING PRICE ................................  d l . l d
Eastern Caps, Canadian Made 
For Dad and his Lad. This Cap is the finest that can,' 
-be made and is finished with silk trimmings and 
leather sweatband. You’ll always look "your bqst 
: in an Eastern Cap. - , ( tO  K4T
SAVING PRICE .....
Special Prices.ip Brock Hats 
This is the celebrated BROCK Canadian Made Hat. 
It, is made in the la1;cst style brim, with raised 
crown, in shades of brown, seal, grey, greystone 
green and black; $5.00 and $6.00 values
fo r'
colors .......... -....—V , Men's Hats for $3.50
FACE TOWELS, white with asst, colorings, *n smt jg g genuine'Wolthausen Canadian Made Hat.
Terry. Priced Special ...... 10c, 15c .and zsc . j j  jg supplied in new shades.of light and dark greys,
/Mending Silk in, a strong smooth thread, all green fawns and browns.' (PO K/N
...................................  -.SAVING PRICEstaple shades; 50 yards forCOM PLETE LIN E OF 
, FALL An d  W INTER UNDERW EAR  
In  Stock Now
Ladies’ fall weight Vests in any style
at
Children’s Wool Drawers in all sizes, 16 to
34; Extra Special, per pair ............ ............
Ladies’ Bloomers in spring needle knit, for
75c 
95 c
4.Q/.
early fall, at, per pair .............
Ladies’ Union Suits with tight knee,_
dress style; our new fall price, a. suit <l/X»if«J(
SALE OF GIRLS’ NAVY SERGE
- $5.95
Neatly trimmed with pleated skirts, all sizes, 8 to  ̂l4 
years. These_ make splendid school
dresses. On Sale at .......- ..........-——
Girls’ “Classic” Oxfords for school, in sizes 11 ,to 2;
$3.95
2 f e 2 m o u r
in black and brown calf;
per pair
GRDCERY SPECIALS
E A S T E R N  C A P
£eads th t% ld
Whichever model Waltham you 
buy you can rest assyred that it 
is the best value that can be 
bought for the money.
Men’s Waltham Watches in 
strong reliable cases: $14.00,
$22.00, $34.00.
Also _ a very large assortment 
of Ladies’ , and Gentlemen’s Gold 
Watches from $22.00 upward.
■ All sold at Standard Canadian 
prices.
work of the Brigade during the past 
It cannot be estimatedfifteen years? i D u i ai g ĵ jjgj;j.p^ jj^gg^g pf birthplace or 
in dollars and cents, but it is certain country, one who, if he brapiared at all, 
that, compared to it, the cost of the would brag of his whole round globe 
new building will be but a bagatelle, j the Martians and the inhabit-
Yet, during all those years, the mem-1 Expression oh these subjects was 
bers of the Brigade have put up with I precipitated from E. Riishmore Coglan 
most inadequate -^quarters ' in. a ram-| ^y the third cprner of our table. WhSle
J'? '
DIRECTS WHEAT POOL
Colin H. Burnell has resigned as 
President of the United Farmers o f . . .  . , ,
Manitoba, in order to devote more I Me service for the past fifteen years.
shackle frame building, in itself a dan 
gerous fire hazard. Latterly, it has 
housed fire apparatus of at least twen 
ty times its value, and its destruction 
by a sudden blaze might do costly 
damage which  ̂would leave the city 
without protection for a considerable 
time until building and equipment coulc 
be replaced.
A few critics may think that the Bri 
gade are actuated only by selfish mo 
tives and that they .desire to put the 
city to the expense of erecting what 
will principally be a club house for 
themselves, but the past history of the 
Brigade should in itself be sufficient 
answer to such opposition. Their re­
quests to the Council for any expendi­
tures in connection with^fire protection 
have ever had a single eye towards 
obtaining, the most efficient appliances 
that could be secured, and in- asking 
for the new Fire Hall they arc not 
thinking so much of their own comfort 
and convenience—although their ser 
vices amply justify them in doing so— 
as that, by the provision of practically 
fire-proof housing for the valuable mo­
tor trucks, hose, reels and other fire­
fighting equipment, the risk of Kel­
owna being left without defence a- 
gainst the fire fiend will be reduced to 
a minimum, while provision for sleep­
ing .quarters for six men will allow a 
standard of efficiency equal to that of 
a paid Brigade in quick response to 
night alarms.
The Brigade have rendered invalua-
time to the Manitoba wheat pool or-LSurcly the ratepayers cannot pass a 
ganization. .H e is the present head I vote of' censure upon ^hem instead of
*̂**̂ ®‘ according a vot^ of thanks on Septem­
ber. 23rd. ,
Vote for the new Fire Hall, and so 
SUBSCRIBE TO TH E COURIERjcxprcss your thanks!
Coiglan was describing to me the top­
ography along the Siberian Railway the 
orchestra glided into a medley. The 
concluding air was “Dixie,” and as the 
exhilarating notes tumbled forth they 
were almost overpowered by a great 
clapping of hands from almost every 
tabic.
It is worth a paragraph to say that
WITH FREE DELIVERY
Tomato Soiip, “Quaker Brand,” Canad­
ian product; 2 tins for .............. ......25c
^-Ib. tins Rowntree’s Pure Cocoa, •
per tin —............... 1-...............-............  25c
Wool Toilet Soap, unequalled for wash­
ing silks, laces, woolen and all kinds of
delicate fabrics, per cajke ........... . 10c
Extra choice B. C. Salmon in tall tins,
new pack ; per tin .... ....... ............— I9c
Jaegef Sauced Mackerel, 2 tins for 35c 
Best Pickling Vinegars in bulk or bottled. 
Pure Pickling Spices. Fresh Fruits and 
Vegetables.
’Kleenup Soap, a 3-in-l soap. Takes the 
place of metal polish, scouring com- 
'.̂ pound and hand soap. 1-lb. tins .... 25c
DDYS’  WEAR SAVINGS
50cBOYS’ REAL SILK TIES,Special, each ..... .
Boys’ Footwear at Lower Prices
Boys’ genuine Leckie Shoes, with the latest j  
stitched soles.' This .is an improvement on 
' other styles. Sizes 1 to SJ4. K41l
SAVING PRICE ................
Sterling Waterproof Shoes for boys, can’t  be 
beat for wear and comfort. The new models 
are in for fall wear now. Bring your boy in' 
and fit him, for the coming month. (PQ Q K '
SAVING PRICE ........
Just received—a . large shipment of solid leather 
shoes from Eastern manufacturers. This is 
the shoe fo r: school wear. The uppers, are
built of strong leather with $3.25
heavy soles. Saving Price ........
CHURCH NOTICES
. _ . , BAPTIST CHURCH. Services
this remarkable scene can be witnessed Sunday morning: 10.30, Sunday Schpo 
every evening in numerous cafes in the g^^ Bible Class, followed by morning
City of New York. Tops of brew have 
been consumed over theories to account 
for it. Some have conjectured hastily 
that all Southerners in town hie them­
selves to cafes at nightfall. This ap­
plause of the “rebel” dir in a Northern 
city docs puzzle a little; but it is not 
insolvablc. The war with Spain, many 
years’ generous mint and watermelon 
crops, a few long-shot winners at the 
New Orleans race track, and the bril­
liant banquets given to the Indiana and 
Kansas citizens who compose the 
North Carolina Society have made the 
South rather a “fad” in Manhattan. 
Your manicure will lisp softly that 
your left forefinger reminds her so 
much of a gentleman’s in Richmond, 
Va. Oh. certainly; but many a lady 
has to work now—the war, you know.
When “Dixie” was being played a 
dark-haired young man sprang up from 
somewhere wtih a Mosby guerrilla yell 
and waved frantically his soft-brimmed 
lat. Then he strayed through the 
smoke, dropped in̂ to the vacant chair 
at our table and pulled out cigarettes.
The evening was at the period when 
reserve is thawed. One of us men­
tioned three Wurzburgers to the 
the dark-haired
worship. 7.30, evening service,
Thursday, 8 p.m., prayer meeting,
THE SALVATION ARMY, Capt 
and Mrs. Ede, Commanding Officers, 
Sunday, iT  a.m., Holiness Meeting, 
7.30 p.m., Salvation Meeting.
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS 
Sept. 21st (St. Matthew). 8 a.m. Holy 
Communion; 11, Matins, Litany and 
Sermon; 2.30 p.m., Sunday School; 
7.30 Evensong aiid sermon, after which 
a short vocal recital will be given.^Sol- 
oists: Miss B. Stone, Messrs. F. Mar­
tin and P. Dunn. Anthem for bovs 
voices, “Jesu Priceless Treasure. — 
Varley Roberts.
EAST KELOWNA (Anglican). 2.45 
p.m., Children’s Service.
RUTLAND (Anglican). 3 p.m:, Af­
ternoon Service.
. » • •
Harvest Thanksgiving Services will 
be held at St. Michael & All Angels 
Church on Sunday, Sept. 28th and con­
tinued on Thursday, Oct. 2nd, when 
Garrett’s “Harvest Cantata will be 
sung.
A NUMBER OF
B O N D S
HAVE ADVANCED
FROM $ 1 0  TO $ 1 0 , 0 0 0
PER MILLION MARKS.
If you hold any foreign bonds, we shall be glad to 
advise you of their present market value. MAIL 
THIE COUPON NOW !
WALTER KAVANAGH & CD., LIMITED
INVESTMENT BANKERS
53 ST. FRANCOIS Xa Vi ER ST., MONTREAL
waiter; c  young man 
acknowledged his inclusion in the or­
der by a smile and a nod. I hastened UNITED CHURCH. 11 a.m., Mor- 
tq ask him a question because I want- Worship. 7.30 p.m.. Evening Wor- 
c i  to try o,rtcory I had p.m, Sundai .School. The
“Would you mind telling me,” I be- Minister of the Church will preach at 
gan, “whether you arc from—” / — both services.
The f!st of E. Rushmorc Coglan' •’ _____
banged the table and I was jarred into; FREE METHODIST CHURCH, 
silence. | Services held (D.V.) each Lord’s Day
“Excuse me,” said he, “but that's a.'in the Srettish Hall._Sunday.^School 
icstion I never like to hear asked. ‘ 10 a.m. Preaching 7.30 P**n* All arc
____ _ • „____________________ _ j cordially invited to attend. Rev. E. E.
Adams in charge.
que ti
(Continued on Page 8)
KC
W ALTER KAVANAGH & CO., LIMITED,
53 St. Francois Xavier St.,
< Montreal. .
Dear Sirs:—I attach list of foreign bon^  which I have. Please 
advise me of their value.
^Tanic
Address ..—.
F O R  HIGH CLASS JOB PRINTING  GO TO TH E COURIER
%
m Vir?
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WANT APS.
JPirist indcirtion; IS cents per line; i 
each additional insertion; 10 cents 
iper line. Mininiuni charjgo perj 
/week, 30 cents.
In estimating the cost o* sn aw®r‘ 
Hiisement, ■ subject, to the minimuni
Am^.ouncemeiits
PHtecn cents per line, each inser­
tion; minimum charge, 30 cents. 
Count live words to line. Each 
inittar and group of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word. '/ - r ‘ ,
Local and Personal
Mr. ,R. A. Copeland, of Lumby, is
Cliispending n few days in town, Jflc re 
ports that there is no evidence as yet 
of commencement of work on' the 
Lumby,-brhnch of the C;N.R., and that
niMiiMMimiiMMnMMMMHMmimiuiMMMmtmtMMmnifntttMnintiimnMiiiMHHtMniMHnMiMnMini
M i., Jen.,'Wright Icti ,.,ter.lay fee be ascertained a» to »l.en
Vancouver. . “
jKossland ytsterdny. for Toronto. During his absence on a
^  \  ! Mr. |L  McCormick, of Penticton, is short holiday he î
r. Mathisoii, dentist. Willits'Block, visiting; the city toddy. ‘ , Mr. S.^McMahon the relieving officer
diQiic 89. tfc i ) of thc_ Dominion Express Company for
discontent
%
.charge as stated above, each Initial,! Dr
and five wo.da founf na one line. I Women's Institute will meet on I ^  r i  'There |  is coiiBidcrnble ,
! If so desired, advertisers may have I September 24th, at 3 o’- Mr. and Mrs., W. E. Waters, of Sum- expressed locally that the Proymcia
replies' addressed io a box mtmbcr;L.joj.|j, the Scottish Hall, S-lc mcrland, arc staying at the Palace. Game Conservation Bohrd has ullowc<
care of The Courier, and forwarded a m  ̂ n t irJ prairie chicken to be shot in tins dis:
fO their private address, or delivered Wvn.vrhMirrd French Teacher three ' V i '  this Season, .iS these birds arcon call at office. For this scrylce, add on Sunday on a business trip y^ry nearly extinct in this section of
fo S . o ' . S  . ■ I s g a . ' l 'g t e '  : o S X f r  . <>.« 01.a„agan.
S-2p|, Miss Marie Chapin left last week Mr. C. W. Fr;izcc, Supervisor in B 
for Vancouver, where she 18 httcrtdmg foj. the Royal Bank of Canada 
PO{T Thei Best, ' : . j Normal, School. spent last Friday and Saturday here
Go To Alsgard’o. , dSr-tfej „.;.i w  h  «.idlon his annual trip through the.Okaiha
♦' * •
FOR ^AtE-r-Mlscyllancopa
TOR Sa l e w a  few*̂
setter pirns, six- weeks old, flO cacn.
d^vcy I on ChapinV wln'dow I from San Frdncisco.
«c. Phone ^ ^  for SaUirdny candy, specials. IS-tfc -  . -
LAUNCH FOR H IRE for fishing— 
Tackle supplied; if required. Terms 
from P.O. Box 573, S-lp|
* 4i ' 4
rhuflren "iH iJied YiV siind^^ Kootcnay districts, journey;children returaicd on pmiday by car | Penticton and southern
points on. Saturday evening,
Mr., G. E.': Lcm.othc, of Victoria, who
was/slW iaS;^
D.ancel Rutland Community Hall, Vernon on Tuesday.
*A1I in firat .Sfe®?, S-iJ NOTICiEl Millinery opening, Sep- ^ >
TUtt. Phone ;29o-R5. V . . ■ . [♦emher . t.lth nm!, following ‘ days at I Mr. John Aitlccn left on
Chilliwack; Mr. L. S. ,Arncr, of Kings-
Revclstokc.
CORN FODDER for sale. Apply; af- Arbuthnot & Jones.
^  tet-6, Mrs. Boycy, Glenn Avenue. j ‘ * • •
Monday fori Last Thursday cycning, the ,mcn/- 
4-2c| Guelph, Ont., where he will study at hers of the choir of the Vnited Church 
the Ontdrio Agricultural College. ' and their friends arraiigcd a corn
Mr. and Mrs. j .  H. C ar., of Rev- S b t ; : 5 l > a r , J b ! c r ^
GOODS SOLD on Commission at JJ“etiUg* of ^the ’ Board of Trade has dstokc, spent Tuesday ^ d  Wednesday master, Mr. W. Moncrieff Mawer, was 
New Auction Rooms. G. h J K ,  imtil O rto h i 5)-lc|hcro on their way to. Penticton. | the guest of honour. Songs were sung
Kerr;
FOR SALE~*Gopd 
Glcnmorc , Ranch 
Gushing. ^
been postponed until October. a-.e. , ' r  ll Und a pleasant time wps had by all
V- , •  •  •  It is expected that the Kelowna Fall ^
[ working team at BOyaV Heavy Cotton Rib Hose; dou- Fair will be opened by the Hon. E, D. Harvesting and handling the fruit 
. ti Apply,' J. N. ble heels and toes made for good hard Barrow, Minister of Agriculture. crop so fully occupies the time Of
,  ̂ I 4,û  4.Ur,4i AovrA I , - ...I > I tnnti\7 ru^nnlo. nprrRnitAtincr hard WOrlc49-tfc weatr This
.... — ----- -—  Mother mending
GUNS BOUGHT -AND SOLD aTH I sonable prices
Spurrier 8. Sl-tfc
W OOD FOR SALE, dry pine and fir. , . ,
H A WilliS Okanagad Mission. SKOVGAARD, the famous violin- she is taking a commercial cours. 
hone 294-L6. ; 42-tfc j 1st, coming, October 28th. 5-lc the Sprott-Snaw Busmes^ College
*  ̂ ■ ' Mr. Wm. Hang left on/Saturday for
Miss Bay Burtch is at Vernon, where the
co ercial course at j?” *2*®̂ ,®%*̂ *‘ " in our Announcemertts. column.
Phone ‘ I r V •wn-w* . I ’ i I ■ J • \ : « ■ .' *
.1. / ' - ' i ' I  - ■ ' , * * 4 r niiD' Ipft f»ti- aturda-v fOr Mrs. W. B, M. Calder returned on
* '? “ S,'^m°b^d^etc S a S S ;  The Ladies' Seou, Auxiliary wMl M“ j;.;?  Idrho!®aeeompam edb/his Friday
Toncfl & Tempest; [ hold their , annual .children’s masquer- son Gordon, who will study there. ■ I tended the B. C. School_Trust _ ^
■ ® vanely a. Jooea & Tem^eM.|^^^ Oembj,r M at 5-lc ^  ^ „
HONEY HONEY Meetings ol the K>lowna Radio As- h j j j j  Mrs.'’BroaTs S o tm g  party.°”*|rassful'gatheri^ at which'sixty-seven
On Friday, Provincial. Constable 
Pentecost arrested Edward McDpu-' ' '' va . . * ' ' — I. _ ..1 .. '  ̂Jf .l.a. an. SmA am' / M I*\ rvt • M#1gall on’ a charge of, having supplied 
liciuor . to Pierre Simpson, an Indian,
who died on July 31st tmd whose
death was the subject of an inquest 
held bn August 1st. McDougall was 
tried in the Provincial Police Court 
the, same afternoon, was found guilty 
of the charge laid,against him, and was 
schtcnccd by Magistrate E. Weddell 
to pay a fine of $50 and costs, wUh 
the alternative of two months’ ,ini^ 
prisonment.. In addition, his licence to 
buy liquor at the Government Liquor 
Store was cancelled. The line not be­
ing paid,' he was taken to Kamloops 
GaoLto serve his term.
At a largely attended convention, 
held at Vernon jast Thursddy^ Mr. Ar­
thur • O. Cochanc was nominated as 
Conservative candidate to contest
North Okaiiagan against Hon. Dr. K. 
C. MacDonald, newly appointed Pro­
vincial Secretary. The occasion was
signalized by . the appearance in sup­
port of Mr. Cochrane of all the three 
candidates who opposed Dr.-MacDon­
ald at the provincial general election 
oh June 20th last. The nomination was
made by Mr. Price Ellison, who, stood 
onded by Mr. R. J. Coltart, ,who ran
as an Jiidcp icndcnt Conservative, scc-
as a Provincial candidate^ and was 
supported by Mr A. T. Howe, who | 
was the regular Conservative nominee. 
Polling takes place on Wednesday 
next, September 24th.
OBITUARY
Mr. John Thompson
For Fall Sports Wear
‘ ‘ t‘
Noteworthy in the, new assort­
ments of Sp®rts Wear arc the 
smart Knitted Wool Suits, Swea­
ters, Cardigans and Jacquettes 
of Canadian and English Manu­
facture. ■ ' '
Now on display are exception­
al values in W ool Knitted Suits 
a t  the lo w -price of—
$25.75
A Great Sale of Wiomen s High Shoes
Bring , your cotf^ainerSh Pure extracted day, the 21st,ln the Empress Theatre I Capt. W. D. C. Knox, of London, I ^''er|’;present and "that some highly im 
honey with'delicious flavour. Sold ̂ at at 2.30 o’clock. r ._  _  . . . ..............  tv, , .5-lp England, who was a guest at the Pal- portant resolutions were passed -at it.
ace, left on Tuesday for the Coast. Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Mandle, of Seat
■our newly built sanitary extra^ng
oJders sp^falljr-htten^ed to. Visitors [_,R®!^wha B̂  ̂ Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Stewart, of Vic-1 tie, arrived in the city on Tuesday^
•always welcome. Phone;(293-L2. T H E ^,eetm g, Scottish Hall, next T ues^y  LQj.j  ̂ gpg„t the week-end here, jour- having made the trip ^om Seattle to 
B E f^O U L IN  APIARIES. Box 659,[mght, 8 o clock. All interested welcome.I neyjng on by car to Penticton on Sun-[here by car in one day and six hours.ENVOULI  /\rinJK.ii2..3. x»ua wj-,i - o- - - 7 e t - , - - ----------- —- - , ■ . , 1Anthony Casorso, Prop., , successor to \ day. They are very dehghted with Kelovma
Alex Mott - i-tfc , , • • • .  , v t v a t j t t  - j  and district but are obliged to leave for
----1 . Kelowna Scottish Society.-r-A gen- Mr. and Mrs. T. A. B. Ferns, -mlhome again on Saturday next, when
FO R SALE—J922 model hfht ^
car in A1 Qondition> run 7,500 miles. 1254. lO-tfc I Andrews.
FOR s a l e —Full size lot, West end eral meeting will be held in the S. S. Vancouver, who were staying at .theLj,g take with them their two
Lawrence Ave. Only, $250 for quick Hall on Wednesday, the 24th Sept., at Lakeview, left yesterday for northern are Spending their vacation
action. This is one-fifth, of the assessed j 8 p.m., for the nomination of Office points.
value. Apply, S. M. Gbrei phone 510- Bearers for the ensuing year. 3-3c j; c ;  p. R. freight cierk, Mrs. D. C. Middleton
^ r r  S , *C *  -DU 79 It will bc noticcd from the SpecialHolman s Transfer. Phone 72 or | day, is being relieved by Mr. W. A- p îzg ijgt of the Kelowna Fall Fair,
which appears in another column, that
^ , Mr. C. Quinn
where he is receiving treatment for 
3«-‘fcl ws eyes «  the Vancouver
nospitai.  ̂ with the usual dance on Thursday ev
,, Mr. and Mrs. Daryl. H. Kent, who ening, music for^ hich^ ill be provid 
20.tfe'l were staying at the Palace for several ed by the Len Davis Qrchesfra, con-
I weeks, left^on Sunday for their home sisting of five instruments. ^
' WTTNqpFFQ I ‘ T>0 YOU KNOW I I The Kelowna Growers .Exchange is
I that we sell shot shells and ammunition | Miss Isobel MacNab, of Calgary, is [ still ,
Good seat covers and four nevy; tires
this season. Right price and reasonable Painting and kalsoraining. 
terms to responsible buyer. No, 480, p»ttigrew. Phone 431.
Courier. 4-2p » ® •
NO SHOOTING or hunting notices,
■ printed on heavy-card. .On, sale atj 
The Courier Office, Courier Block, 
Water St, 4-tf|
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S 
' « « *
TO RENT
W A N TED —Miscellaneous
•CASH PAID for household furniture, 
stoves, ranges, etc. G. H. Kerr. 4-3c
LOST AND FpU N D
and iust what a'boy needs. Munro’s , .......... • i . tt1 Boys’ Store. S-lc family, of Okanagan Mission, return- Mr. .Robert Bone, Manager m Van-
■ * 7.  * * ed on Thursday.by car from Comox, couver for the Montreal Trust Com-
. .TT.T>vTTWTMT..««TTi,Tm  ̂ whcrc tHcy wcrc visitiug fricnds. pany, who was visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ANNOUNCEMENT „  D; K. Gordon, returned on Sunday to
Dressmaking—Millinery. | The regular monthly child welfare | ygneouver. Mr. Bone; who was^for-
Ladies’ and Children’s Hairdressing. merly secretary of flie British North
’Mrs. Ballard and Mrs. McEwan an- Tuesday afternoon when twentlyb^^^ Tobacco Company, will be
that they have this week open- remembered by many who live here,- - « ■ .1 J I TTT _ _ _1___ hflvrtrioXOST—Firestone tire ^ d  rim,^on Sun- , tnis s en-day night, b^ween Bulmans ranen ^  esfablishment for the above pur-, ™ .ones is sun m i.........-  -r . , , ” • u- a
and Kelowna. F ille r  please  ̂return to I gi e exper- Lj ĝ North Okanagan, where he is tak- won the provincial jjjf
Ic i®nced service and attention. Imported h„g g prominent part in the election several Goa^ championships since liv 
 ̂ novelties from time to time. A ship- gg^pgjg„ being held in that Rid- the Okanagan
ment of English sport hats just re- jjjg  ̂ 'H ELP WANTED The Kelowna Hospital very urgentlyJ ceived. Rooms over McEwan’s Photo i i ---- TT.-l"" j  a<j"harrf-____  — 7—  Studio, Bernard Ave., Phone 251. ' It will be of interest tb many that requires frUit;and vegetab^^^^
’W A N TED —Girl or Avqman for ho^se-1 5-lc Mr. C. Bianchi,-who was a resident|ly ^"y
Last Thursday, September 11th, the 
death occurred at the Kelowna General 
Hospital of Mr. John Thompson, who 
:br the. past eleven and' a half years | 
lad been a resident of this city.
Mr. Thompson, who was fifty-nine I 
years and seven months of age at , the 
time of his dlemise, was a native of 
Ontario and had lived the greater part 
of his life in Lanark County in that 
province, where he was engaged in 
umbering. He came to B.C. in 1912 
and during the Great War enlisted .m 
the 172nd Battalion, G.E.F., but, owJ 
ing to disabilities, 'was unable to serve 
overseas. Recently he had suffered | 
from ' i l l : health and the immediate 
cause of his death was pneumonia. He I 
leaves to mourn his loss, his widow, [ 
his son, Mr. Clarence Boyd Thomp­
son, of Vancouver, who iserved with I 
the 172nd BattMion overseas and also| 
saw active service with the 72nd Bat­
talion during which he lost a leg, and I 
his daughters, Mrs, F. Neill and Miss 
Bessie Thompsbn, both of whom reside 
in California, 'Mrs. C. B. Calder, of 
North , Vancouver, and Miss Bertha 
Thompson, of Vancouver. The lat-1 
ter ladies and Mr. C. B. Thompson ar­
rived in the City in time to be present I 
at the obsequies. The funeral service, 
conducted by the Rev. J. A. Dow' on 
Saturday morning was attended by j 
many friends of the deceased and his I 
family and was held at the undertak­
ing parlors of the Kelowna Furniture 
Company, interment being at the Kel-| 
owna Cemetery.
This week Ave are offering an exceptional 
bargain in, Wonien’s High Cut Shoes. These 
come in splendid qualities with Cubitn and 
high:/heels;'■ '• :̂;7:/
$1.95
Black and brqwn calf and kid High Shoes 
in subh splendid makes as Vassars, Georgina 
and a few English and American Shoes .
TO CLEAR .................................... $ 2 . 9 5
Come in and look at these. Yoitr size may be
■ 'V'' here.V
'W m n fjtd . W
PHONE 361 KELOWNA, B. C.
A Liberal Convention
for the 'Yale Federal Constituency will be held at
PENTICTON, B. C., on
FRIDAY, the 19th SEPTEMBER, 1924, ;
i at 8 o’clock p.m., ’  ̂̂
when a Candidate will tie chosen to contest this r
Constituency.
The Hon. Dr. J. H. King^ Minister of Public Works 
for the Dominion of Canada, will be present and 
will address,the convention. 7
ELIM INATE THE
NON-PRODUCERl
A hearty invitation is extended to all Liberals to 
attend this meeting.
(Experimental Farms Note) 
Probably , th^ greatest hindrance to 
the profitable keeping of poultry on 
the ordinary farm is the retention of a 
lot of fowl that are poor layers, due 
either to their being too old or of a 
type to produce meat rather than eggs.
The production of eggs, is the end 
of the poultry business in which the
Voting will be by duly accredited delegates only. 
F. B. COSSITT, President.
D. H. RATTENBURY, Acting Secretary.
4-2c
SHOOTING NOTICE
hold work. Mrs. W. G. Benson,'Ben- 
voulin. ‘ '  ̂ 5-lp|
EXCHANGE
CARD OF THANKS
I here some three years ago, is making | this season and, unless W
a name for himself in musical circles j come forward with supph^es, it be
in Vancouver. necessary to purchase. This entails-a large outlay to the Hospital, whereas
170R' FXCHANGE—For fruit ranch, j The - fadies of the Parent-Teacher | M iss'\Vinifred Harvey returned home j a few boxes of fruit or sacks of vege-
Association wish to thankInts .ffrtod I n n x all those on Monday on a vacation from the tables would ^not mean yery much to 
fliwi^ve-I who helped to make their garden party Vancouver General Hospital where she the individual donor buL would be a 
^)ut-buildingS, small ^^lic'of j on Thursday last a success. S-lc is undergoing a course of training for kindly act of considerable value and
w?ter° J S t S e f f .  ^  4-2p| /  .  ̂  ̂ , - ■ ; - V [the nursing profession. | benefit to the local institution.
CARD OF THANKS I We are glad to be able to state that The Occidental Fruit Company is
the condition of Bobby Knox, -who was now employing over one hundred and• • *..1  t___<   t....... I _ .........I.,.. in rtr—
. I All permits to shoot on my proper- 
most profit can be made, so that a Ly are. hereby. cancelled.The shooting 
heavy egg producing type is the type on my Missrorif* ranch for the season 
that is best suited to ordinary farm 1924-1925 has been assigned to E. J. 
conditions ■ Iconaitions.,  ̂ , B. F. BOYCE
Generally speaking, the PuHet year I 4  ̂ 1924. 3-3c
is the most profitable period of a hen’s ' 
life. It is advisable, therefore, either,
to mark the chicks when hatched, us-J SH O O TIN p NO
ing a different mark for each year, or
JUST OPENED  
on ELLIS STREET 
BOOT and SHOE REPAIR  
SHOP
A. PILATO, Prop. ^
2-4p
S t .  < 5 c o r a c ’8  
o n « t b e = » 1 1 i i l I
NANAIMO
VANCOUVER ISLAND
A Thoroughly Up-to-dato
BOYS’  BOARDING SCHOOL
HEADMASTER: An EngUsh Pub­
lic School and Varsity man; a qua- 
' lified Teacher.
KINDERGARTEN to 
MATRICULATION
REASONABLE FEES.
Next Term: - - September lltfa
Vancouver Trains met.
muatrated Prospectus, apply— 
,Thc Secretary. ^
'52-tfc
Mrs. J. Thompson and family wish injured in the head yesterday when fifty people here, counting in tne oi-
to thank their many friends for their playing at the swings at the. Public fice staff. This firm is making nea'vy
kindness and beautiful floral tributes School, is improving. shiprnents of onions and apples to
in their late bereavement. 5-lp u r *1 1 * prairie points at the present.time,
A number of local sportsmen are gi^^s exporting apples to the United 
going to Oliver this week to shoot | Kingdom and New Zealand.- Ship- 
NOTICE [pheasants, this being allowed in that ments to the Antipodes began last
.. , ^  section bn account of the damage the ^^d are being steadily continued.
All permits to shoot on my property birds have done to crops. These go forward by the steamer leay-
are hereby cancelled. The shooting on [ . i-. «  r» i- r .u Vancouver at the end of this
my land at Ellison, B. C., for the sea- „  Superintendent D. B. Brankin of the ̂ og th^
son 1924 and 1925 has been assigned [ Koys ^dustrial S^ool, Port Coquit- „r/^inntrpfl npriod of
to Ernest W. Wilkinson. All trespas- lam, who is also Provincial Superin-1 After a very prolonged period of
, Shooting on my property, situated 
to band the pullets when they are put Jn Glenmore aUd Knox Mount»n, S. 
into winter quarters, so that at culling E. Section 6, Tp. 23, is strictly for-
' bidden and all trespassers will be pro­
secuted.
By Order,
4.3c H. G. BLAIR.
'time the age of the different birds may 
be seen at a glance and only those that 
are required for breeding purposes re­
tained after the first year’s production.
The Municipal Council invites appli­
cations to purchase or rent Lot 2, 
Block 13, in Registered Plan 202, (on 
the North’side of Lawsoh Avenue).
The house on this property was er­
ected uhdbr the provisions of the “Bet­
ter Housing Act’’ and the purchaser 
of the property would receive the bene­
fit of the low rate of interest (5%)' 
fixed by the Act.
For further particulars apply to 
Alderman Shepherd or the undersigned 
G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna,; B. C., City Clerk.
June 11th, 1924. 43-tfc
For the careful breeder the use of 
the trap-nest is the logical means to
cull the flock but the ordinary farmer
WFIATHER REPORT FOR
T H E  MONTH OF AUGUST
does not use trap-nests so that reliance q  r  Binger, Observer)
must be placed on physical character-'
sers will be'prosecSted a?cord nĝ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ of Neglected Children,^is a summer the weather has taken on de-sers will oe prosecuica accoruiuK <.1,0 of fall within the
law.
4-3c M. HERERON.
You Gao Gall The Ooctor
when you are ill. You can con­
sult a lawyer after you are in 
trouble. But it’s too late to call 
the insurance man after your 
house catches fire.
Belated prudence does not col­
lect losses from insurance com­
panies.
.t o d a y  is the day to take in­
ventory of your belongings. 
TODAY is the day to safeguard 
them adequately.
TODAY is the day to make 
your home secure.
TODAY is the day to insure. 
Suppose you call us TODAIPi' 
so we may talk this matter over.
McTavish & Whiilis
FIR E  INSURANCE 
. AGENTS
Insurance .. Real/Estate
visitor to the city and is staying at the cidedly the character of_fall within the 
Palace. past few days. Forest fires had again
begun to assert themselves,and a hea- 
The Ven. Archdeacon - Greene left vy pall of smoke gathered over the 
yesterday for London, Ont., where he valley on Tuesday, to be dispelled 
will attend the general synod of the largely, however, by ? ,
Anglican Church in Canada. He ex-1 which fell on Tuesday night and Wed- 
pects to be away from home about nesday morning and brought about^a 
three weeks. marked drop in the temperature, the
crests of the mountain ranges showing
Mr. G. W. Weeden had the misfor- [ a powdering of snow, 
tunc to get his leg injured severely u 1
while cranking up his car on Friday. | A real ru^h of work has at last 
I He was taken to the Hospital where [struck the industrial district and^at 
Ihis wound was attended to and is now [every warehouse, packing house, ship- 
able to get around again. I ping house and cannery there is great
activity. At the Dominion cannery 
Mrs. Grotc Stirling and daughters, | work .was carried on on Sunday and 
who are on their way to the Coast, since then overtime work has been 
1 motored down to Penticton this after-1 the rule. At the Occidental cannery 
noon yvith Mr. Grote Stirling, who is [also Sunday work_and overtime work 
attending the Conservative convention [has been a necessity. .So  far,_ though 
being held there this evening. I the tomatoes are coming in in large
I quantities, there has been no jam,
, Mrs. D. H. Learn and family, of Ri- such as occurred last season. ’The 
[verton, "Wash.v who were staying with I tomatoes arc of much better quality 
Mr. and Mrs. E. 'Weddell, left this [than last year. In some of the fruit 
morning for home. They were accom-1 and vegetable shipping housM also 
panied' by Miss V. Weddell, who will [work had to be earned on on Sunday 
I make a stay. * of several months at jin order to cope with the quantity of 
Riverton. I produce which had to be handled.
istics. The high producer will be 
found to be of .an active disposition, | 
early off the roost in the morning and[ j 
late to go to roost at night and always 
busy. Her head will be clear cut, face 
smooth and free from wrinkles, with 
bright prominent eyes, skin soft, pli­
able and of fine texture and a general 
appearance of health and vigour.
. Max. 
Temp. 
.: 78
2    73
3 .................  69 .
4 ...........-.....  73e RO
6 ■.................. 83
7 ...........— 83
8 ....- _____  88
.................  87
Rain 
Inches 
.07 
.08 
.25
9Cull all birds that show a lack of | jq ................ 90
vigour, a sluggish lazy disposition, a [ l l  ........... ..... . 87
coarse rough head with overhanging [ |2  ........ ........ - 83
eyebrows, an inclination to break down [ ...... $4
behind, or that show heavy deposits []5 .................  80
of internal fat, as evidenced by a thick 16 — 81
skin and an abdomen that is hard and [ 17 .................  75
firm to the touch. In contrast to this 18 ......:___ 6719 75
the heavy layer will have skin that is 20 —a. .. .——-- 73
fine in texture and the abdomen-will 121 .................. 77
be soft and pliable. This last feature [22 —— —.— 
is one on which great weight should [ 24 ““™’" 73
be placed, but in culling rdltance 35 75
should be placed on a combination of [26 ——----   86
.09
features rather than on any one fea- [ 27 .............. -— 87
turc. 29
GEORGE ROBERTSON, [ 30 
Ass’t. Dbm. Poultry Husbandman. 31
Sums 2,459
SUBSCRIBE TO THE COURIER [ Means—  79.32
1,608
51.88
TH E  CORPORATION O F T H E  
CITY OF KELOW NA
Property For Sale Or Rent
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
Notice Of Sale
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act,' that 
one bay marc and colt, no brand and 
one brown gelding, no visible brand, 
three white feet, will be sold by Public 
•Auction on Saturday, the 27th day of 
September, 1924, at 2 p.m,, on the S. 
E. Section 23, Township 26.
A. W. DALGLEISH,
S-lc Poundkeeper.
W. MoDGrieff Mawer
(Organist and Choirmaster, 
United Church) .
PU PILS RECEIVED FOR 
PIANO (all grades), 
SINGING AND THEORY
Specialist in Voice Production
‘ . r .
I f  , desired, pupils prepared for the 
recognized examinations.
For terms and particulars apply; 
STUDIO, 1Q2 LAKE AVE.
Phbrie 113 4-4c
i m m
■
w
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t h e  KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARPI8T
THURSDAY. pBPTEMRER 1% I W
B, B ' B
<»TW ENTY YEARS AGO
Jim' Browne ■ ?
thdf lilting song ELet poctB oing  h   
And , gaily omite their lyre; 
Give me the man who whiatlco 
While he's putting on a tire I
Chccrincsa pays. We all ad-  ̂
' mit that. ' I saw the above few 
I lines, as I lay in hospitfil lost 
1 week, and thought how applica- 
I blc they were ,to "George—or 
Andy— or My. Anderspn" —
- whichever name, yon .know him 
I by. Anyway,/vdiat I wanted to 
I say was this-p^that we have now 
I —in this store—a conibination 
I which cahjt be beaten, for service.
I We, are all set to give you 
i the best that is in us. Al- 
i right—LET’S GO I
' September 15, 1»0+
"A public meeting will be, hold in 
Raymer’s Hall at eight o’clock, Tues­
day evening, to ^appoint officers and 
organize a fire brigade. All interested 
will be expected^) attend.” .
"The fife engine arrived by boat 
from Vernon on Friday. Tlic town 
will, how be able to do more effective 
work in ease of fire.”
trict It .U tc ;  “From whatever The ehalrnian, m a very .traightfor-'TH B
S u  e the dcS.lon euiat. h. the minda L a rd  addre.., thanked the ■nember. o l ' 
o n o m r 4 o  have ,.ever visited Kel-ltlle Game Proteettve Assoelafon for
t h e
b y -l a w  No, 394
owna and the Okanagan Missiqn that conuiig to thc^mcctmg and sut^^^^ a  By-Law for raising the sum of
peaches cannot be, successfully grown although the farmers in his Sevent^u 'jfhousand Dollars ($17,000-
hrrp Whoever is rosponsiblc for this the valley were fully willing to b a c k f o r  the purpose of crepUng a Mum-| 
■ _____linn hot con- UP tlic associatiou 10 Its cfforts to prO" cipal Fire TdaU. ' _ ' ,e«iu,...r.r,.Brntation docs not con- UP t le associa ion in uB CHuriB w f iv -  cinai jfirc rtau. gross misrepresentation aocs n̂o ^ ^  improve the fishing in tlic dis- . W HEREAS it has, been found, nee-
cern us, but we will give the namps ,, . . .  .. entirelv different icssary to raise sufficient money for thefew on whoso farms peaches have trkt, they held an entirely aitferc  ̂ ^ j erecting a mumcipal Fire
tew on w  ̂ _  I „„ the usefulness of phca8- ? “̂ gV|«^ Gorporation of the Cityjbeen successfully grown for years: A. opinion as to
above on tnc B ^  of our state- feed them, were not alloWcd to kill a ND WHEREAS it . is necessary 
S . .  More peaches ha.Je been grovrd .hem without
I t  “o t r t o r . u “ “o S - 3 ^  “  ■ ■ ■“
"TlijC carpenters arc 
front and inside work 
The
n e e u  ^ u i T  " S  I
' •condUidh. theroIore more .apples, ,are^
windojvs have 
altogether it presents 
appearance,”
i i  .yrnwti Those who attCnd thc cxhibi- man's remarks, ohc going as far as toL^.y guna of Fjvc 1
I Son here which dpens today; will seĉ  assort that pheasants, if not’ shot off and Seventy-One 
'a u « i S  tT'remore any doubts exist-J soou, would eventualiy b^om e. JW “  * e  paymeu
** ......... ' great a pest to cultivators in the Ok- cssary to râ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ ($935.00)U
m
“Stirling & Pitcairn arc sending out grown.
six carloads of fruit this week. It coUj r ”' ”
sists of various l^inds, and is ^ “ Ya^their minds.” 'I great a pest to cultivators ‘n t»ic, ^
to Calgary and other parts ot_ tnej b . ,, ,  *  ̂ V ,
North-West. Lawson, Rowcl^ffc &| advertisement of the Kelowna tralia. AND WHEREAS the whole *-ate-
, .  ........ .• Exchange in this issue shows a  friendly diseussiou^ M owed in «hb ^  and r S o
also shipped a large amount. [that co-operative marketing orgamza-Lyidch the members of the Game ^ ’̂ ^'Lccordihg to the last revised Assess-
FOR SALE BY PRIVATE OFFER
The House on Priest Ranch, built by. .W. Graham-iBrown in 192L
standing in, 4 acres of land. FuU dcscriptibw obtained from
us. Offers will be received < to ,31st Ocmlyer, 1924.
The upset price is, , Ca^h.
. , ' ,  ̂ -ALSO —
About 26 acres of land, nearly all cleared, containing about 350 a i^ c  
trees, 12 years old and 400 young trees 3 ycar^r-^PIjJ®*
S t  ??°cl ------------ * 2 , 7 0 0  cash.
Offers will be received by us up to 31st October* 1924. Full particu­
lars can be obtaiiwd at our. Ojfficc.. ; -
FOR ::SAL^^
In the choicest residential district, a S-room modern Bungalow 
with garage and outbuildings, beautiful lawn, garden and shade 
Sees, cldsS to lake, dt a sacrifice price of $3,OOO on easy terms 
For. quick sale $2,000 worth of furniture will be included for 
Of) The furniture is costly and moat of it new within the wstBl.O O. he furniture is costly 
few montlis.
I TheOil Shop i
“Dr. Tolmie, of Victoria, who is i„-l U M slw ^ ty  years ago carried on some is„i3j821,434.
i(The House with a Smile)
— ■ ■ . . ,1 "1 bXiiichcs of trading not practised in I pheasants were first introduced! ’ a n d  W HEIIEAs  , the total
tercsted in-fruit growing, arrived specialization. It states: the Okanagan no one ever expec- mount /h®
terday for the Exhibition. 1  ̂ highest market price tbd that thc3f would do the amount of oMheMtd^Co^^^^^ I
Kelowna Fall Show will be for wheat after this j^te. Five good damage they have done this yea^  ̂ jjO W  THEREFORE the .Mayor|
Ihc Kciowiia ^  \ ^ ^ ____ for sale on very reasonable f1 that the association had tried to secure I Council of The Corporation of
STOCKWELl’ S, LTD.
41, nniniq iin uie iu,« un Wcdncs- driving pony. Fir fence posts and pil- permigsion to shoot the large numbers 1 Mayor
other “P '  expected from i„g Plums, potatoes, cabbage at of hen birds which are altogether quite .Council of The Corporation of the
day, xnd many more are exp |  „ sh ."  „„t of proportion to also p ,y  „f Ketown̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂
♦hat if farmers would secure permiss- loan from any person or pcrsoiM, uouy 
? T -  i  1  ” . m T l x„ln , damaee to dr bodies corporate;, who may, l e  w.J -
GENERAL MERCHANTS 
. PHONE 32^'
W E HAVE A LARGE 
STOCK OP
places down the lake this morning. The 
local sail, boats have been out practis­
ing most of the tijne for the past week. 
The Weather has been favourable and 
promises to continue so. A large nu­
mber of sail boats are expected to ar- 
this morning"' from Okanagan
m o n k s  a n d  ALE
How
ion to shoot birds doing damage, *** the credit!
. On In their crops, and had not time to use I j ^ity, bj^way of the deben-
Brewing Was Larnco y n  . | . „g thembers of the assoc- Lyres hereinafter mentioned,
“*V“ 0“ V . , . ■ x_ ___ ....4. ...o:;;e>;.:vi:nrv'I'n fho whole theMonasteries' iation ’wouid be only too willing to | m o ^ e y  ot^exce^^^^^^
nve:
S E A L E R S
ON HAND.
(Contributed) I their shooting for them. The and to cause all such
many pheasants, a'.bird «  lowim f o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  w.th the
PERFECT SEAL,
ECONOMY and r 
W IDE MOUTH MASON
W e can give you a good price. 
CALL IN BEFORE YOU
b u y  ■’ ‘
Waldron’s
fast horses are 
I Young came
: - e ^ : r t S ^ r “airfrom  Pentiethn.“ | f
r f r g ' ^ w S h T h ^
Kelowna Land ife urenara - measure of ale at Wpper operation in matters m which cVporation of the City of Kelowna,
' 4 ■ fvxi iVepd' Kv the» Company in convey-1 have, pne shall sup with the were interested. To this Mr. .Cush g . î jj ^j^g^gyQr and counWrsigned
i L  w X  to m  C a n y T c L ^ ^  their U 'S J J g . t S c h ’’of the frSernity shall L a d e  a. snitable reply, stating that the k / . g e  freasnrer of the satd Corpora- 
I S t n a ” ‘'T h t t n d  is already, sn p j eahh^ of whm^Vh‘'“! i t r e r  s M  '
 ̂  ̂ , LurS-Wn up /Uy jd-MMya vMvr---
“Part of three carloads of water pipcj .the year 1223, the d.i.rections as to
can^ in by Wednesdays boat
Kelowna Land & Orchard Co. j have bnc' measure of ale at supi
Q
whli wVterforTrrigation and that! ‘^""^^LextadSrremV'!^^ ‘’the ‘sam ilif the.latter would only organize them -L924  ̂ a„d shall be 1
I t ^ m r e o n v e y e ^ d  throngh_the] i / r S ^ m  Oetoher.^ ^
Phone 132
Ellis Street Kelowna
•II he for domestic ubc. This have “two simes of beans horn  relieve other classes ot | Bank ot Montreal m tne ux . g
property is now selling at $75.00 niburne to f S ^ “On the community of the task r ° I ”\ h e  said debentures, shall have L
prope^y „r,or5nrr all Lent ; life in this province was not — oftnrhed for the payment of ®
pipe will be for domestic use.
pains to put their land on the mar-1 ^ 1, 4 ri^hafe the following 1 haliT p̂ er cent. (5J^%) per annum op
ket in the best possible shape and are j |,ut after ^  ̂ J?l‘! ? l th e  £mourn of the said debentures,
no
SU G A R
Per 100
STRAWBERRY 
JAM, tin .......
GREA’T WEST  
TEA ...............
Pineapple Mar­
malade,' tin —
W ALNUTS 
Shelled, lb. .....
$9.50 
80c 
65c
dm
m
spending large sums
purpose ♦ ♦
the; a ount of
T X n T a v e T e a T a n d |b e «  ot the Winfield Farmers' In s t.- |“ f^f“'=SJ”^ ” t S 7 a y  if 'A p ril and!monks’ blood  ̂shall. ̂ haye^Djeaa ana I Ib e to L r in each and every year, and!
of money for that have o ^  for ‘̂ ‘buer and one for sû ^̂  were passed by the s^h ln te rest shaU be payable^ half-
■ The servant who shall let tne h . xxr;..c.aiH WarmersV Insti- f j . . , ,  Anr  i and
ale from the cellar, “if he hav'e blooded Lute:
..Eight boxes ot e« o L ^ ”m ‘the £ 2 " ' “  “" W
They are to I old were famous for I p^gh and Game Protective Association | of Nine Hundred nnd |
expressed to Chiswick, England, on 
Tuesday from Kelowna: They are to I om were
be exhibited at the Royal mitred.abbey or in the less i to
I al Society’s • Exhibition’, which is_̂  the j ^jg^joguished religious houses were | ggĵ
orooure (ah the appointment of a xhirty-Fivc Dollars ($935.00) shall be 
nSden; with sL-wardens; for | raised, and leyied.annnally.by a rate on
g r e m f lo - r  - d  W t'sh o w  of Eng ' M T h ]  this O-triot and
land and is generally opened by °;= .......................... __
of the members of the Royal Family, Winchester, special pray
In the Priory of St. of a
_______  _ ovvaxw... - ......... -hester, special pray- (2)
The exhibit consists of eight boxes of gj.g ,^gj.g offered up for, this function-
ttpples and “ t  y j 'm ^ a 's t i?  fĥ ’rTesL^SaV e";^^^^^
■warden, with sub-wardens, | or'land and im-
the establishinent within the said Cor pop-
fish hatehefy on Okanagan Lake. Lion, in addition to all other rates, for
LETTERS to THE EDITOR
ing is a list of the samples sent: '-'M interrogation
Warner’s King, 24 Wolf I in condition?’'
,-vf.drawn from a cask, and with it an 
® I■ I r C 3 Q i n ^ >  *S It
of Some curious entries relating to
ixme Pine Ranch,
X Rutland. B.C.,
Sept. 13, 1924.
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear "Sir,
apples,, 6
River, 18 Canada Red, 18 King
Tomkins, 20 Ontario, 16 Jonathan, “g^Vstoy‘of the Priolry of Worcester 
Ribston Pippin, 16 Northern Spy, 24 ^  i240. At each brewing VIIL
AN ‘APPRECIATION BY 1 Snow, 17 Belle de Boskoop, 14 Bald- cronn Je grew ad X g t g S s
• AN. E N G U gH  VISITOR j win, 12 St. Lnwrence, 14 Greening, 24 were nŝ ed̂  ̂^ h^^h  ̂g a r te rs  of growte
Golden Russet, 16 Alexander, 20 Blen- meaning ground malt) and ten
heim Orange, 15 Wealthy> T4 W ^sner, I j  barley and oat^iu^t.
12 McIntosh Red. The pears sent The beer was p j  three different pnds.
„er»; 17 Benrrer Clairgeau, J 4  Easter prijiajr^^m elm v seeunda, and ter«^.
Beurre, 18 Beurre d Anjou and yj.g of prime and one of second; the 
Howell. The fruit was well wrapped of the church was to have the
and packed, and will doubtless reach holy water bucket full , of “mista • «
. . Four years ago I was on a  trip from! its destination in SO'̂ .i “ “'iW P " .* ''''; ' m f  the chief
England to Victoria, B.C., and paid a it will do justice to the drink, and even the invalid • about to
‘ visit to the Okanagan Valley. [was grown. As yet a sufficipt undergo'a course of physicking was- aCT _
■ ■ xhC beT n tro rth^d istrk t 'and «he 1 et exists in the North-West for alf the I aiio>e°d his 
hearty, welcome of my friends, Mr. fruit that can he grown here, bat the tiraes^^^
and Mrs: Schofield and others; so im-| time may come when it win be ncce ^,ggP j,y reason of the malt failing.
pressed me* that on my return homejsary to look abfoad. In England an L^yg misfortune-is recorded in the an- 
I was never tired of speaking of this extensive market exists, particularly | nals of Dun^^ble as paving happen-
for the table varieties of fruits, and I ed in 1262. The annalist ully men­tor tne taoie variei c:, Lions that “in this year, about the feast; delightful -placc, • So much so that I . - tuat "i  tnis-vear,, auu t tuc iccxo
made up . my mind to come again and the price is not a matter of consider-1 the Baptist, our ale Tailed;
' here I am once iTiore in the midst qfjation.”
the most wonderful fruit growing een- ^  L r e  takes up the
tre jt has been my I°* •» «»• . . L „ j  ,,  „„ behalf of the feasibility of
The broad ,valleys sheltered by ‘he _  8. Kelowna dis-
surrounding hills, the shady creeks andl ^ ----------- - ------:_____
the gloriops lakes make a beauty indes- 5jj.p
cribable, and as. we muse on the scene j i t  may interest the people of Kel-
GAME MATTERS ARE
d is c u s s e d  a t  W IN FIELD
(Continued from Page 1)
district, but it was just as necessary,
. -------  - . if not more so, that there be a fish
I am lost for words =“!•= « ' 'pr 'he ownwto know t o  ,y s  seelion of coonlry,
fecUng that comes over ,me, a"d Ip e -  The association had induced the Do-
pcat to myself the words of the writer! ^  days ago I wanted to send a! minion Government to stock a number 
'who said: | wire to one of pbe cpi^oyecs in the -  £ ^nd streams, but unless
...It’s the great, big broad <“"4 W  »P G°’ r ” 'mtnra^^^^ S  Illegal and wasiefnl fishing were pre-
yonder; I the Government office here but al-1 vented the money thus expended wouldI owna^
‘It’s the ■ forests,. where silence- I though, after some trouble, tlTcy ad-j f,(. proivn a'way.
lease; .. mittedphcrc was a Government officH Messrs. A. K. Stuart, J. C. Taylor
"It's the beauty that thrills •»9 ‘'^ h  C. Clarance also spoke re^ rd -
wonder; . . . r . with the. same result. But the C P . ing matters connected with fish preser-
"It’s the stillness, that fills toe with they could deliver it ^to thelyjjjQjj^ latter pointing out that it
peace. j Goverrypent Telegraph Office in K el-I^yj^j ĵp qyj^g yggiggg Q̂ g^ock Wood’s
Yours fa ith fu l. that some of us are Lake until sneh time-as. the numbers
. jx doubtful about nationalization of pub-j of squaw fish m that sheet of water
(Norpampton. England). L;g I had been greatly lessened, and Mr.
] The weather so far has been splci^ I .p . who spoke at ’ considerable 
COULD NOT W IRE .‘TO , _ _ |d i d ;  people still bathing at Enghsh |v-v—— ------ ----» Tv«.T«7iT> - - I IcnctK. explaining that, in order to cn-
KELOWNA yiA_ GO . E | selling at 50c courage tourist travel through the Ok-
614 Alexandra Apts., I per dozen, not only in the “swankie” aitagan. it would be necessary to great- 
Vancouver, B. C. shops. ■; , I w im prove the fishing to be had in the
^ » K r ’C o u rlc r .'" '’ ^ '" '  ’ ‘’ ^^ l ' DYSONS. I iislri^f.
“T hat the Directors of the Lhe purpose of paying the interest on 
Winfield Institute be authorized to en- the pive Hundred and
dorse at their discretion any action of I Dollars ($571.00) shall
the Kelowna Fish and Game Ptotec- L^, .̂̂ jgĝ j levied annually by a rate
five Association looking to the increase L n  all the rateable land 
r 41, ^ame fish in the lakes improvements within the said Corpor-of the stock ot game nsn m ^  ation. in addition to all other rates, for
and streams of this district and Lhe^^payment of the debt hereby created
conservation of game birds consistent j
„ iu . due c o f 3 e "  ~  L / , ' , , ;*  ~
1C welfare of the tarmers. 4., <;mp' tn rmurchase any of thetime to ti e to repurchase any 
said debentures at such price.or prices
as mav be mutually agreed upon, andW ILLIAM PARNUM IN . y o  t a-u  ,'*“*7
A STIRRING all such debentures so repurchased
shall forthwith be cancelled and no re-
“The M an Who Fights Alone” Is jggue of any such debenture or deben- 
A Big picture In  A ll Respects Itures shall be made in consequence of
'such repurchase. , . ‘ . _
8. This - By-Law shall come into
d '^ . i o ' r f o ? 'S m o d r t  "-The &  force Ind faK  effect on the First day 
lace Worsley, wdl be- shown^at ŷ
tern star in motion pictures Read a third time by the Municipal
S‘b. 4>V of September,
“J d V S g ^ ' c i l r w h T c i i a ^ SOther notabld names, Lionel .Belmore, ot i ne^i^o P ^----- ,
Dawn O’Day, and George Irving, - IXelowna tnis
The story has, to^do wit_ -ij i Reconsidcrea, auauicu m iu
engineer and his band of empire buil - i,y the Municipal Council _of
ers—a sort of advance guard o f civ- P^^ Corporation of the City of Ke-
ilization which IS preparing the gread ^ ..........  ^ of 1924
western Vastriess for the endless tide lowna tn s ........ ..... ..... ,...........  .......
of humanity'which is to follow- ® , "■ Mayor.
a story of a strong man s fight against ..... ..................... .......
great obstacles—both physical and Clerk.
S u l ' f  T=kc Nofice t o  a k t o  is a t o
_ a
theme running throughout—a roman- ‘ Tuesday, the Twenty
tic story o f love and sacrifi.ee that will Jowna, ^ - f ”s^ptember, 1924, bet 
restore your faith in motion pictures | Third ̂ d̂ay ot p.
as a medium of both instruction and "ween ^
entertainment. ' . , ’ City Clerk.
: Comedy? Lots of It to relieve_the' 
strain of the heavier scenes. Action? Public Notice is hereby^ given thatt _^ uuui . - _" ' £ -̂ he Muni-
Thrills? This is the greatest Farnum the vote of of the
them nil, and you know J . i V ,S n T ;picture of 
what that means. City of Kelowna will be taken on the _________________,, ,„■ , .above mentioned By-Law at the time
The cxperiiriental dehydration plant a^pointc^d
which has been operated this season Officer to take the votes of
at Penticton has turned out excellent such Electors., _
samples of evaporated peaches, pears, | THE CORPORATION OF THE 
crab apples, prunes and apples and
these have been distributed in thirty 
different cities in the Dominion, by 
officials of the federal Department of] 
Agriculture.'
CITY OF KELOWNA 
D. W. SUTHERLAND, 
'M ayor.
G. H. DUNN,
Clerk.1: 4-2c
Okanagan Loan and Investment 
Trpst Company
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
'Phono 332 Kelownb, B.C.
«V'
FRIDAY a n d  SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19t)h. and 20Ui
A L L  C A N A D A  H A S F N b .O R S E D  ' 
T H IS  G R E A T  I P IC T U R E
TH E GRiEfTEST SCREEN ATTRACTION OF TH E AGE I
THE
:8)l'
Hunchback of Notre Dame
'  With LON CHANEY. Presented by, Carl .Laertuidc.- 
A dashing cavalier and a radiantly lovely dancing girl. Secluded
nooks and whispered ;promises:, Sweet ,sighs and sweeter kisses., A  
skulking form and a coward’s knife raised aloft. A noblemap stricken. 
down and a shrinking , girl bound m the meshes of the , law. Intrigue 
treachery—guile. Smouldering toVoU fanned to  .a fierc^^nam^
mongrel horde bent upon revenge. — ....... fhnn
swords a-gleam in the sun. The gnm. reaper strode abroad.^A"? men
Conflict-galloping chargers'
.............. ......  _ r r'str  r f
B uf yoti must see this great picture for yourself, tc 
Right prevailed and how in 'the  end Love , claipied .its own..
Fox News and the. Comedy ‘‘THE.BLACK 
. Mat., 3.30, 20c and 35c. Evening, one Show only, 8.15, 25c & S5e
1*'
Sat.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22nd and 23rd 
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. .Lasky. present
“THE MAN WHO FIGHTS AlWiE”
-;^W ith —
LOIS WILSON 
Cast includes' Edward Everett Horton. Mf;
Come and welcome famous _ “Bill jFarhum back to th e . screen. .In 
the finest drama he’s had since ‘‘The Spoilers. ,
Also ' Fox News and “FRIEND HUSBAND. .
Evening; 7.30 and 9 20c and 35c
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, SEPTEM BER 24 and 25 
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
“TBIIJMPH”
— With — >
LEATRICE JOY and ROD LA ROCQUE.
Same cdst as “Ten Commandments.” A Paramo^^^^ Picture.
Also Topics of the Day and “AIR POCKETS. ;
Evening, 7:30 and 9 - ■ 20c and 35c
Bi- Q B  B  B  'lB.
F o r  M is  B S s ^ d a s r - O Y e r e i z e  D n o f  o M  $ 7
Off Jff*
. jP o ff  K e f f s ^ lL a d s r D M o f io M  $ 5
^ I d  ̂ Pocket dip or ̂ ^/ng&utFreel
The ck is^  new gift that fa coveted by all—-let ; 
its lacquer-red color flash your Krthday Greet- . 
ing” to delighted loved ones. Its super-^ooth  
point suits every. hand-f‘no style oif writing can 
distort it. Also see Duofold De Luxe in satin 
lined gift case at $10 and $15. ‘ ,
wak t\
p .  f i .  W I L E I T S  &  CO.
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS
------ SERVICE —
“ YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W IL L IT S '
KELOWNA FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE SHIPM ENTS
For The Week Ending Sept. 13,.
19^4
Fruit .....-..... ;................." 7̂'
Miked Fruit & Vegetables 86 
Vegetables ............22
165 148
The Fraser Valley Milk Produters’ 
Association plan the purchase of the 
Pacific Milk Company’s-evaporating 
plants at Ladner and Dclair, the ex-
SELECT YOUR COLOUR
A little girl timidly asked^ thc ^rug  
clerk for a package of pink dye.
“What do you want it for?” askeid 
ithc clerk. “Woollen or cotton goods?” 
“Neither," said the child, “It's for 
ma’s stomach. The doctor said she'd 
have to diet, and she wants it a pretty 
colour.”
tension of the association’s own plantsi
in Vancouver, and. the erection o f a ut­
ility plant at Chilliwack, at a total ex­
penditure, bf $400,000.
(
>;k
«
i
I
.*
THUH@X>Ay, Sl£l>7jB:MBim 10,1924 THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDI8T
Little Jim m y-r“ Cpw-Cavalry vs. Infantry
‘__miiiiii 11 inri-rf--.. ri [....... —
I  ^ "W4U
"SM - O O O T  
H IM
" - ^ 3 '
I , ,
"" . ■ f
( l ‘ a im V  G onr T IM  e  l  ^
g i d d X p
c o w
*• *
•  . - ■ sjiv
''' ' ' n S S ^ ."̂ kemr'
6 7
* 1*̂
Farms, mid has Kivcii excellent results.
G. W. MUIR, Animal Husbandman.
In spite of the fact that many por-* 
tions of the Canadian Northwest arc 
harvesting light crops this year, t̂ho. 
Peace River district has the finest 
crops of grain ever’ garnered in that 
regioir. The portion in this province 
will market over 11,000,000 bushels, of 
grain all told. Hundreds of settlors 
there, however, arc still leaving the 
district, it being impossible to market 
their crops at profitable prices on ac­
count of the lack o|i transportation fac­
ilities. , ' . . ' i-''.
Experiments of growing sugar beets 
on a large scale arc to be made ncx,t 
year in tlic Armstrong district. The 
intention is to start a sugar factory at 
that point if the land in that section 
proves 'suitable for growing sugar 
beets commercially.
n an T N A R iffir
' Current Rricoa And Market Conditions
■ ',''v I '. ' v ■
,v (From the weeki/ Bulletin issued,by 
! 'i ft'J. A. Grant, ■ Fruit, Markets i -Comniis- 
,'f sioncr  ̂ Calgary.)
Calgary, September 13, 1924 
.The Week In Calgary 
The weather this week has been fair, 
.hut' decidedly cool. , Harvsst yield is 
^running higher"'than expectation, fruit 
''^business is good but. a tendency to 
'•ovcrsupply .small .country towns is 
'Noticed.
Four cars of prunes from Washing 
■ton , arrived ' here last week,,, one of 
'Viyhieh 'tVaB condemned in Van'eouve 
B,G„ routed to Calgary and’sold here. 
’-‘They ’broke the market, . none of them 
, .‘fiho'wcd’ the class of No.vlj quality. iSov- 
(f^ral cars from B.C. were sold at ,a
■ ''reduced price on this account, i. <
We find a rather crude method of 
making; a claim for inferior quality of 
•'■imported fruit "in' practice here. The 
’■Ihuyers tried to■ secure - a Customs fe-
• hate 'for condition of arrival , and a 
^Government certificate as t to quality. ■
understand that Customs rebates 
jure not given on inferior' quality of
• 'fruit, but only for transitory de^rior- 
..ation.
V This is another case of overlapping 
.authority. In ' our opinion alt matters 
’..laffccting fruit should be advised by the 
■Fruit Branch.
■; Some 370 boxes ̂ of Bartlett, pears-ar- 
; 'rived from Arrow Lakes.Thursday, 
showing a decidedly yellow appear- 
.ance. - If shipped two weeks ■ earlier 
1 they .would ‘have been in . excellent 
' shape,: as ■■it 'is' they must be cleaned,
■ liup this week-end in' Calgary.
' V. We are informed by the buyer of the 
Jcar, that he bought them for country 
trade arid must disappoint his custona- 
■vors. 'Beyond-being too ripe for country 
; shipment the pears were good.
Calgary Wholesale Prices . 
Apples, B.G., McIntosh Red,
• Fancy 2.35
Apples, B.C.,. McIntosh Red,
Grates 2.00
Apples, B.G., Wealthy, crates .... 1.7S
Pears, B.C., Bartlett, box, $3 to.,.. , 3.50 
; Prunes, Imp., 80c to 1.00
. Prunes, B .C .— ... i— —  1.10
‘ ■ Crab Apples, B.C., diyslop, box, v ^
$2.00 to ..................................  2.25
Plums, B.C., box, about over,
$1.50 to ..........................   1.75
■■'Cantaloupes, B.C., Standards,
$3.50 to ..................................  4.00
Cantaloupes, B.C.,vFlats, $1.75 to 2.00
Peaches, box, $1.85 to ........... ...I;.. 1.90
Hothouse Tomatoes, 4-bskt. crate 1.75 
‘Tomatoes,. Field, 4-bskt. c ra te ....,1.10. 
Blackberries, basket .........— '3.00
Blackberries, crate, $1.25, to .....   1.75
'Cucumbers, Hothouse, box, $1.25
to ............... .......................... .
Cucumbers, Field, box, $1.00 to ..\
Pickling Onions, peach b o x ---- -
'^3elery, lb.
Beans, 11̂.
Egg Plant and Green Peppers, lb.
;Qnions, B.G., small,'lb.,v3c to.  .0354
Pumpkin, Squash and Citron, lb. .03 
Green Corn, B.G. and. Medicine i
Hat, doz., 40c-to .50
Calgary Car Arrivals I 
Sept. 4th'to 11th
B.C.: 11 mixed fruit'and vegetables;
• 6 mixed fruit; 3 mixed vegetables; 1 
mixed apples and pears;^3 apples.
'Washington: 2 peaches; 1 miXed fruits.
we have had rain during some portion i $2.00 ' to, ............................... . 2.25
of almost every day. ' Plums, B.C., Yellow Egg, $2 .to..  ̂ 2.25
B.C. prunes coming on this market Plunis, B.C., Italian Prune, $1.35 '
lately have been rather over-rripe. »to ....... .1.............  1.50
The same thing call'be said of the Plums,. Imp.^ Italian Prune, . $1.45
dantaloupcs. 'fo 1.................................... .....  1*60
There.ihas aim been 8omc7poor ccl- Plums, Out., Greengage, 6 qt. , .
cry coining in. ■. Some of it' certainly , bskt., 90c to .................... . 1.00
never should have been shipped out. Peaches, B.G., Elbcrta, $2 t̂o ........ 2.25
The sale on pears confinries rather Peaches, Imp., Elbcrtd, 6 qt. bskt.,
slow. A lot of people are still asking ■ $2.00 to ................. ................ ' 2.10
for Bartlctts. , ' ■ Tomatoes, B.C., 4 bskt, $1.15 to 1.30
$aIe>on HyaIop, crab apples has been Tomatoes, B.C., Green, b o x ..... . 1.2̂
good, and stock has been excellent. Tomatoes, Out., Green, 11 "qt.
No Ontario fruit has yet been ' basket, $1.20 to ...... ..............  1.30
brought on this market lalthough it is Celery, B.CL washed,' lb. ............  .09
rumored some is Expected. , , Onions, BIG.,' Sample, cw t ....... 3;25
' First car. of Valcncia';onioris 'arrived Onions, Out., Sample, cwt., $3.25
during the present week. ; : to .......L.............3,50
Sale on apples continues pretty Onions, B.C., Standard, cwt, ........ 3.50
good. . Cucumbers, O nt, Standard, 11 qt.
Approximate wholesale prices arc as basket, $1.20 to .......  1.30
follows: . ' Cucumbers, B.G.,'Fahey, box .... 1.25
Apples, Wealthy, wrapped .........$ 2.50 Cantaloupes,. 'B.C., Fancy,
Apples, Wealthy,' crates) $1.75, to 2.00 Apple Crate .......................   3.00
Apblcs,/Mclntosh: Red, wrapped 2.75 'Winnipeg
Apples, McIntosh Red, crates .... 2.25 W INNIPEG, Sept.-10.—^Busfiies? on
Blueberries, basket ..... 3.50 the /Winnipeg market this* past week
Blackberries, best, case, $1.75 to 2.50 has been steady with coriimodities of
Plums, No. L  case .;....2.25 different kinds cleaning'up fairly fast.
Plums, No.'2,,case .......... 2.00 Ontario tomatoes arriving in large
Italian Prunes, case, $1.25 to ..... ' 1.50 quantities larid . in a number of cases
Elbcrta Peaches, case, $2 to ...... . 2.25 in very poor condition.  ̂Bulk Wealth-
Cantaloi^es, Standard, best, $4 to 5.00 ies from B.C. moving' out iri good
Hyslop Crab Apples, b o x ......... 2.00 shape, being put in sacks and barrels.
Bartlett Pears, b o x ....... .— 4,50 The first McIntosh are'on the market,
Pear^, other's  ̂ bpx, $3.50 to .......  3.75 Jn crates^ and very , fine stock. Ontario
Ripe Tomatoes, case 1.25 riiixed cars are all heavy to tomat-
Green Tomatoes, , case .................. 1.25 oes but enough 'plums are coming
Cucumbers, case, $1.00 to 1.25 forward to satisfy; the buvjng public.
Celery, lb.' .............................— . .05 -Ontario Standard "grade are good
Carrots, lb. .....^.... -.......   .03 quality and dry, B;C. onions- so, far
Beets, 1b.; ............ .........L................. *03 have been poor. ' The following ’ are
Cabbage,\lb.. ----.'93 the car receipts since last reporf: '
Turnips, lb. —...----- .... -02^  From BiC.: 16.apples, 5 bulk apples,
Valencia-Onions, crate r-——-----   7.50 2 pears, 4 prunes, I  onions,. 5 mixed
B.C. Onions,-lb., 3j4c to 04 fruit, 1 'crab apples. From Ontario:
Local Potatoes, ton ...................... 25,001 g, tomatoes, 10 mixed 'fruit, 5 Onions,
Cantaloupes, ‘45s, $3.75 tO 4.00 that sires may bc cxcharigcd for a nu-
,Tomatocs, H.H.j c ra te ..... 2.50 nibcr of years arid then be used again
"i^matocs. Field, cra^  ............ LOO
Egg Plain, lb,, 12^c to ', .20
Cabbage, lb. .........     03}4
Head Lettuce, crate ......... ........ > 1.25
, Cauliflower,, doz....., 2.50
Celery, doz. bunches, 65c t o ......  LUO
Peas, Ibt, 8c; Beans, lb. ............ .07
Turnips, sack, $3.50; Parsnips .... 1.75 
Bcct8',''sack, $1.50; Carrots, sack L50 
Pumpkin, lb., 4c; ■ Vegetable /
Marrow,, lb. .......    .03
Sweet Corn, Bantam, doz. .25
Sweet ;Potatoes, lb,, 10c to ......  .12
Cucumbers, doz., 30c to .........  ̂ ,70
Onions, Wash, and Cal., sack .... ' 3,25
Onions, Okanagan, sack ..............  3.00
Onions, Local, sack ..............  2.50
Potatoes, sack ....      1.50
B.C. Honey, 4s ........ ............. ...... LOO
Comb Honey, 24 12-oz.. ....... ......  ,6.50
, The following produce. was cleared, 
at Vancouver, during the week ending 
September 9th, 1924;
Apples, Wash., 10 boxes; • pears, 
Wash., 2,030 boxes; peaches, Wash., 
10,480 boxes; peaches, Utah, 1,584 50- 
Ib. baskets; prunes, .Wash., 1,323 box-, 
es; oranges. Cal., 1.055 cases; lemons. 
Cal.; 585 cases; grapefruit, Cal., 10 
cases; grapefruit,. Fla., 11 cases; water: 
melons. Wash, and > Cal., 763 cases;
in the original herd is one method 
that could be resorted to on the part 
of the first owner of a' tried and proven 
sire. Another method that should 
prove workable is for two parties con­
veniently situated who have valuable 
tried sires to exchange services, for 
such of their own animals as arc close­
ly related to their own sires. Follow,- 
ing out these suggestions would extend 
the usefulness of a bull, for instance, 
'from the usual three or four years to 
seven or eight years. .
‘The greatest possibilities, ho'Wqvcr, 
in extending the “period of usefulness 
of proven sires are iri getting the new 
breeder to appreciate the value of these’ 
proven sires and to buy them whenever 
possible in preference to the untried 
young sire. Instances without number 
could be quoted where money has been 
lost and years of breeding have been 
wasted, so far as iriiprovement of 
herds and flocks was concerned 
through the use of untried sires that
Q }0 m m c e
^ajmntain Pen
cantaloupes. Wash., 1,287 crates; Casa- have proven misfits ■ -
bas,’’841; honeydews, 140 crates; Per-I On the other hand, many good prov- 
sians, 48 crates; grapes, Wash, .and en sires that (have been offered for sale 
Cal., 3,555 cr^es; bananas, 1,317 bun- the slaughter house for
ches: yams, China, 2,oUu lbs.; sweet  ̂  ̂ , t • x  ̂ tpotatoes, China, 300 lbs.; sweet pot- wanj of a buyer. In the interests of
atoes, Cal.;'135 lugs;: peppers, Cal., ;0 the breed and the advancement of
1.50
1.25
1.65
..04
.05
.10
Calif.; 1, grapes.^ , „
Medicine Hat
MEDICINE HAT, Sept. lO.-^The 
preserving season finishes this week.
Peaches are entirely off the . market 
and finished at extreriiely low prices on 
...:account of condition)
• Prunes are practitfally cleaned up 
.also and thie movement is very slug- 
gish. . *
A large percentage of the corisuni- 
ers have gone without: both fruits this 
■year and, although repeatedly advised 
• that the season was practically over, 
■thcyVdo not appear in any rush to se­
cure supplies.
T he. apples have not yet started *9 
move in quantities arid business gen­
erally is stagnant this week.
■ Prices as'follows;
Peaches^ $1,00 to —$ 2.00
Prunes    — ......-— 1. ^
Pears, Bartlett, Fancy — ....—.... 4.00
Pear.s, Flemish Beauty .........—.... 3.50
Plums, 4 Baskets, $1.25 to ....— L7S
Crab Apple.s, Transcendent ........ 1.65
■Crab Apples, Hyslop, $ 2 ^  ........ 2.25
Apples, Wealthy, erates, $2.00 to 2.10
Apples, Wealthy, Fancy .........   2.25
Blueberries, basket
■ Grapes,' Tokay , .3.25
Ripe Tomatoes, 4 baskets ........... ^  ^
Green Tomatoes, pear boxes ..—.» 1.40 
Cuiccs, box
■ Pickling Onions,, box —  1.75
B.Ĉ . I3nioris, / lb. '03j4
Spariish Onions, crate 
Celery,
Cabbage
‘Carrots
Edmonton
EDMONTON. Sept. IL—The busi­
ness on preserving , and pickling goods 
was dull this Week, as compared to 
"last. This was ' no doubt due to the 
-weather, which-has been rather bad, as
Greeri -Peppws,; box —....... L25 Imported: 3 onions, 2 grapes, 1 pears.
Silver Skin Onions, box ..—   L75 1 melons, 2 cantaloupes, 2 pe
Citron,, lb. , .03 , Current wholesale prices:
Pumpkin, lb. ......— ---- *93 Apples, B.G;, boxes. Wealthy,
Squash, lb. .......... .......................  . .03 *^^Fancy ............. - ..............:......$ 2.50
■ Apples, B.C., crates..................... 2.15
MOOSE JAW, Sept. 10.—Weather Crab Apples, B.C, box, Hyslops. 
conditions in this territory have been Fancy 2.25
exceptionally fine for harvest and the pgarg, B.C, boxes, Boussock,
<n-6p is being rapidly cut. Below we Flemish, Fancy, $3.75 to 4.00
give ypu^the selling list for the week Prunes, B.C, Italian, box .. ........ 1.25
of Sept, :8th: Plums, B.G., crates, Yellow Egg, :
Peaches, Washington Elberta, Diamond, Quackenboss ____  2.25
> box   .............$ 2.10 Tomatoes;: Ont., 11 qts., 75c to.... ; ;85
25 box lots  ............... —  2.00 Pears, B.C, 11 qts., Bartlett.........  L50
Primes, B.C., Italian ....... ; L50 Plums, B.C, 11-qts., all varieties .75
— 25 bo^ Iota ............i.. ,̂......—.— .. 1.40 piums, B.C., 6 qts., all varieties .50
Pears, B.C, Flemish Beauty-----  f '5  peaches, 11 qts., Triumph ......... 1.25
Pears, Washington,^Bartlett ........ 4.25 Blueberries, B.C, 11 qts. ............ 3.00
Apples, wrapped, McIntosh 2.75 Gucumbers, B.C, 11 qts., 75c to 1.00 
Apples, wrapped, Wealthy .......... 2.60 Onions, Yellow Globe,, standard.
Apples, crate, M cIntosh................ 2.35     3.59
Apples, crate,'Wealthy ..............— 2-15 .pgaches) Imp., Elberta, boxes
ApRles, assorted, crates ........... ... l.ob No. 2 .     2.25
Crab Apples,- Hyslop .................. , 2.25 Pears, imp., Bartlett, boxes
Tomatoes, 4 bskt. crate 1.50 Fancy * .. .. 425
Cukes,'peach boxes ....................... 1.25] prunes, Imp! •'’Italian, 'box, $’l'.2S ’ ’
Green (Peppers  —....— l./o|
Pickling' Onions- ...................... 1.75
B.G, Gnioris,'sacks, lb. .04
Gabbage, lb. ......i..;...................—  .041
Saskatoon
to . ............. . ......... 1.35
Potatoes, Manitoba, cwt-----------  1.50
Onions, Man., Yellow, cwt. .......... 2.50
Vancouver
VANGOUVER, Sept. 10.— Gooler
SASKATOON^ ’Sep't. 10.—We will weather has pre'vail'ed during the past 
have the’ following arrivals from B.G. week with one dr two night showers, 
for market' this week: 7 cars mixed Imports have'fallen off hea'vily dur- 
fruit, 7 cars fruit and vegetables, 2 mg the week, peaches and Bartlett 
cars bulk apples, 1 car prunes, 1 car| pears being at the end of their season.' 
pears.*: 'Imported: 3 cars peaches,, 2i However, there is riiuch of these fruits 
cars mixed fruits,: 1 car prunes, 2 cars in storage. ■
bananas. _ I The three carlots of Elbertas from
Prices this week .are approximately Utah arrived during the week, Qual- 
as follows: ity.'was good but the run was small
McIntosh Apples, wrapped ....;...$ 2.50 being aboUif: 80c and 90c.
'McIntosh Apples, crated  ........ 2.20 McIntosh Reds are now on the 'mar-
Wealthy Apples, wrapped ......... : 2.40 Eet in quantity, Kamloops supplying a
Wealthy Apples, crates ...............  1-85 large part of the receipts. King David,
Wealthy Apples, bulk, sack ......   L60 Kings and Wealthies are also in fair
Bananas, lb. .........................-...... *12 supply."
Peaches ............ ...................... . 2.15 Hothduso tomatoes have slackened
Prunes ...— ........... ............ . 1.35 off in supply with a resultant increase
Pears,. Bartjett - .........................-  *4.00 in price. The field stock remains at
Pears, wrapped, assorted ........... 3.50 the same level. \
Pears, crates ........... ........... 2.75 Local plums and prunes are fairly
Hyslop Grab Apples ....... .— L90 plentiful, most of the supply being in
Plums, layered ................................... 2,50 bulk. The writer has noted a strong
Plums, jumble ....... .................... — 2.00 inquiry for English Damsons this last
Blueberries ................. -.............. . 3.50 [ week or so but the supply of these is
crates; taro, Ghina, 3,100. lbs.; pomel 
oes, Ghina, 28 baskets; onions, Wash.,
■ C5I C
NOTE.'—Of the above 1,322 boxes 
of Italian prunes were condemned for 
disease and shipped back to the U.S.A.
Eggs to producer, cases returned:
Pullets .......-----  ̂.33
Fresh Firsts ...................................... .39
Fresh Extras.....—.....     '.42
Wholesale:
Pullets - .......i—..— -----------------  .37
Fresh Firsts ........................    .42
Fresh Extras ----- -------------- ....... .47
Storage Firsts 32c to .................... .35
Change In F.O.B. Shipping Point 
■ Prices
All quotations on 'E xtra Fancy Mc­
Intosh Red apples have been cancelled.
• Fancy has been advanced from $1.65 
to $1.75 and Hyslop crab apples have 
advanced to $1.50. • Tomatoes have 
advanced to 90 cents.
Freight Rates From Kelowna To 
Prairie Points
To £
Calgary ............ ..........-..... $1.04 . .42
Edmonton ——.............   1.41 .56
Moose Jaw .....   ...1 .5 0  .65
Regina .........— .... ....... . L50 .66
Saskatoon ..................  L50 .65
Brandon ........ ................ ;... 1.50 .72
Portage La Prairie ..........  1.50 .74
Winnipeg ".........................  L50 .74
Minimum carload weight on fruit is 
24,000 lbs, except , when loaded in re­
frigerator cars of less than 1,800 cubic 
feet, when minimum is 20,000 lbs. 
Minimum carload weight on vegetables 
is 30,000 lbs. .
LENGTHENING T H E  PERIOD 
OF USEFULNESS OF SIRES
breeding generally, every owner of a 
tried and' proven sire should, when he 
is through with him* endeavour to put 
him in the hands of some one who can 
make further ûse oL him. Likewise, 
any one looking for a new sire should 
see that the supply Of tried and proven 
sires is exhausted before purchasing a 
young, unproven one. : '
This system is followed as between 
the Central and branch Experimental
The name of Watennoo 
•tarted at a man—be­come the fint efllcicnt; 
fountain pen—and, it 
now a world-wide in- 
etitution. 'Waterman geniut gtvet to every man'hit own 
individual wiitinB hi- atnunent—one exactly 
auited to the require- 
' mento' of his peculiar style. W aterm an 's 
Ideal hos been' recog-' 
nized as the, best pen 
■ mode for over 4p years.
$7.50 $4.00 $3.50 
Bzqubite ' designs at 
bigher prices.
To-day a good fountain pen io on 
essential 'in the equipment of everyone, 
for'it io a remarkable peroonal conveni­
ence', on Important inatrument of busi­
ness efiSdency.
It places at your service at all times an : 
omple,supply of ink and an effident pen 
■—-in compact, convenient forrii. It goes 
with you everywhere—in your pocket 
oryour purse*
• It saves your • time In many' woys. It av«Hds 
, ddoys. It makes writing easy; the ink flows 
steadily <as you write; does away with constant, : 
tiresome dipping. It safeguards a faulty memoiy: > 
prepares you for. the-,immediate' registratloaol sour deehrioai; makes on Indelible record.
Millions of men ipd women ere enjoying to the 
riiU every possible convenience of the fountain pen by the use of Waterman’s Ideal.
* Selection uttdSenic0 at iba bast Sbopa
lUtUnate in Peas
We
u C a s c a d e ” — B E T T E R  B E E R
B e t t e r  B e e r !
■^better
Ripe arid Green Tomatoes ........
Cukes  ..... .—:.—
Celery, lb. ......... ............................
Onions, Spanish, case ..................
B.G. Onions, sack .............. .......
Regina
REGINA, Sept. IO.—Business
I •••sa«•*•••«* I
7.50
.0754
.04
L35| so small as to be hardly noticeable. 
1.35 Local fruit growers would be well ad- 
•07 vised to consider the possibilities in 
7.50 this direction. The enquiry is for 
3.50] English Damsons not for the other 
varieties.
on I The potato deal shows no market 
the whole good. Supplies are arriving change. Price to grower delivered is 
in good condition with the exception of $23.00 for Lower Mainland stock. , Re- 
one BiG. car of mixed produce show- ports from this district are for a light 
ing considerable shrinkag'e and some crop—as light J f  not lighter than last 
Shrinkage is being found in imported year. It is estimated that about 25 per 
peaches. Bulk apples are now on the cent, of this year’s acreage was in the 
market and these arc being crated by early yarietie^ ^
the wholesale houses. Apples, Gal., Gravensteih, $3.25
Arrivals, Sept. 4th to 10th: B.G., 13 to ........ ...^.... ------- -------.......$ 3.50
fruit and vegetables, 4 mixed fruit. Apples, Wealthy, Extra Fancy .. 2.00
4 apples, 2 bulk apples. Ontario: 1 Apples, Wealthy, crated 1.75
onions, ‘1 fruit and vegetables. Im- Apples, King and Wealthy,
ported: 4 peaches, 1 pears, 1 onions. loose pack ...... ....... .............  1.50
WHOLESALE FRIGES Grabs, Hyslop ........     1.50
Aoples, B.G., Wealthy, Fancy, . McIntosh Red, Gombination .......  2.35
$2.25 to ........ .................2.50 Pears, Bartlett (wrapped .........  3.75
Apples, B.G., Wealthy, crates. Pears, Bartlett, lugs ........    2.50
$2.00 to ......._____________  2.25 Pears, Local, wrapped ......... ......  2.50
Apples, B.G., McIntosh, Fancy, Pears, Preserving, $L(X) to .......  1.50
$2.40 to . 2.651 Plums, Local, lb. .05
Apples, B.C.., McIntosh, crates. Prunes, Italian, Local, lb................0354
$2.10 to .1:................______  2.25 Grapes, Tokay, crate ..... -........ 3.50
Crab Apples, B.C., Hyslop, Fancy, Grapes, Malaga .................   2.00
$2.00 to—........ . ..... 2.15 Grapes, Concord, Wash. ............. 2.50
Pears, B.C., Bartlett, Fancy __ _ 3.75 Grapes,- Thompson's Seedless .... 2.00
Pears. B.C., Flemish Beauty, Peaches, Elberta, box .....—.......... 1.50
Fancy ........... ........................  3.60 Peaches, Elberta, 50 lb. hampers 3.25
Fears, Imp., Bartlett C Grade .... 4.00 Blackberries, crate .....................  1.25
Flums. B.C., Quackenboss __ .... 2.00 Rhubarb, box .....      1.00
Flums, B.<p., Fond’s Seedling, Cantaloupes, Flats -----     1.75
•(Experimental Farms Note)
It is a lamentable fact that many 
sires that have later proven to be val­
uable breeders have had a limited per­
iod of usefulness to their breed, due 
to the fact that they were disposed of 
before their breeding ability became 
known. Early disposal is sometimes 
due to a disinclination to risk the in­
security “to life and limb entailed in 
keeping aged breeding animals a- 
round, but more often is due to the 
gradual impotency, inadvisability of 
inbreeding arid tfie lack of facilities for 
keeping two herd sires. Be the causes 
what they may, the fact remains that, 
in many cases, better Use could be 
made of many of the outstanding sires 
in the country that meet with slaughter 
while still in priniie breeding condi­
tion.
With most classes of stock, proper 
care, comfortable quarters, plenty of 
exercise, and due cautions on the part 
of the attendant reduce impotency in 
the anirnal .apd the risk of attendants 
being injured by aged sires to a mini­
mum. . Also, in most classes of stock, 
the get of the sire mature sufficiently 
early to enable a fair estimate to be 
made, through the get; of the Weeding 
ability of the sire before the latter has 
to be disposed of to avoid inbreeding. 
Such being the case, it would seem 
advisable for the breeder to study his 
breeding results closely and retain as 
long as he possibly can those sires 
that show outstanding merit.
Gq-operation with neighbours or 
other breeders (where accredited herd 
regulations will allow) in such a way
‘ICascade” IS  
beef ! It is the 
outcome of forty years of 
brewing experience, aided by 
scrupulously selected ingre­
dients and the most elabor­
ate brewing system known to 
modem science. We are 
proud of our product, and we 
want to make it known that 
‘‘Cascade” is now as near 
perfection as ’science and 
experience can niiake it. We 
say that “Cascade” beer, 
brewed and bottled in Van­
couver, is second to none in 
the whole Dominion.
Therefore I n s i s t  o n
HOTEL
6peOAL»'’GS*
¥
w B e e rv M o iS a P e e r
The BETTER BEER, that SATISFIES!
V A N G O U V E R  B R E W E R I E S  L I M I T E D
T his advertiseraent is not published or displayed bjr the Liquor Control 
Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
/
/
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PAOB^ m a u T
Princess Soap Flakes, 25c
One pound nett. Compare the weight and price and quali­
ty with other Soap Flahca, and jrou will buy PRINCESS. 
One cake Palm Olive Sdiip FREE with every package of 
Princess Soap Flakes., ASK FOR IT.
IF YOU HAVE A
D. B. KLEENUP SStP COBPON
im the house, present your Coupon, signed, and get two 
25 cent cans D, B. KLEENUP SOAP for 26 cents. Cleans 
Pots, Pans, Kitchen Sink, Brass< Nickel and Silver, as well 
as your handsi J ^
Norse Crown Brand
Fresh Mackerel, Soused Mackerel, Fat Herring in Tomato 
, , Sauce, Kippered Herring and Sardines.
n 6 r SE  CROWN FISH are caught in the clear, cold nor­
thern waters, scientifically prepared, carefully packet}, san­
itarily sealed and attractively labelled.
•Ŵ e guarantee you will like NORSE CRQWN, FISH.
B E E L I N E
T he W hite Clover Honey
THIS SEASON*S SUPPLY IS READY NOW. 
Glass Jars, 5-lb. tins, 8-lb. tins, 12-lb. tins.
BEE LINE possesses a distinctive flavor which we have 
’ never discovered in any. other Honey.
The McKenzie Co.
A PHONE 214
A Real Ciiristmas Present
Your friends in the Old Country will 
appreciate OCCIDENTAL APPLES, 
delivered to any part of the UNITED  
KINGDOM.
ALL CHARGES PAID. GUARANTEED IN FI^ST  
CLASS CONDITION OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Macintosh 
Per Box ...
and Jonathan' $4.50
Piace .your orders immediately to ensure prompt delivery.
''lit#- : 
J f u I Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
KELOWNA, B. C.
Free City Delivery Phone 67-Ll
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of attack. ■
Spear and Neill worked hard to 
fltem the shower of Rpats hut seemed
to miss something, Roddy W att playr 
imc, as did also Fred how-
CRICKET
On Sept. 14th another cricket mateh 
was played on th t Athletic Ground, the 
elevens being the Occidentals and ‘ The 
Rest,'rand, in order to avenge the de­
feat 4hcy suffered a few'weeks ago, 
the Occidentals picked up all tho good 
playcrs' they could find̂  in advance,, pi- 
cluding several of their opponents at
cd a hard ___ _ _ ______ -
Icr and C. McMillan, BUI Raymcr and 
Claire McPhcc did well too. Hubert 
and .Charticv ShilUngfocd have been 
seen to better advantage, their work
goal being neu­
tralized' by , the good work of their
around the Armstron, 
i cti 
cliccks.
the previous game. , .
Unfortunately several -of the regular
players could not turn out. the result 
being that "The Rest" arnvc,d on - the 
sccncfof action only seven strong. 
However, by the time pby commenced 
they mustered ten men. ;
The Occidentals, winning the toss, 
decided to put their opponents in firpt 
and it appeared from the start, that 
“The Rest" could not handle the 
howling, wickets falling quickly. Id 
fact the only attempt to make rUns 
was made by Sutton and Campbell and, 
later on, City Supt. H. A. Blakebpr- 
ough, one or-cricket’s latest recruits. 
The latter played a nice innings, roak- 
ing nine when runs were most needed. 
The whole side, however, were all out
for 56. '■ T " ' ' . ' V . .On the Occidentals going in to bat,
they did not fare much bpttcr> as apart 
from a short stand by jerman - HUntf A' TT.«. Mand A. P.* Hayes, a quick contribution- . . - j j .of ten by Harry Lee and twenty by 
Verity, they were all retired for 60. 
The outstanding feature of this innings 
was the masterly display of patience 
by A. P. Hayes, who, while only scor­
ing fifteen, displayed great judgment m 
picking out loose bails and playing a 
stone -wall gatq<: against the good oftes. 
The score follows:-—
“The Rest”
Sutton, b. Dunlopi 9
Scott, b. Dunlop ........   ^
Campbell, not out,.............
G. Matthews, c. & 'b. Dunlop, ...
Holes, b. Verity .......
Smith, b. Walker —j-r---
Ablett, b. Hayes ■
Blakeborough, b. Walker —- 
Pender, c. Keevil, b. L. Hayes ...
E. A.’ Matthews, b. Dunlop .......
Byes ............ ...................
Leg-byes ......... ................
56
W.
Bowling An^lyris J  
O. M. R.
Dunlop ............ " 2, *
Verity ......r—- 7 1
P. Hayes  ..... 3 0 14
W alker...... 1 9 . ,
L. Hayes ......... - 1 0 ^
“The Occidentals”
Hunt, c. G. Matthews, b.-Sutton 
Keevif b. E, A. Matthews ............ U
Dunlop, b. Sutton  ............. -— 1
Hayes,--b, E. A. Matthews 15
Lee, b. Sutton . .................... . ,16
Verity, c. & b. Sutton ...........—— - 40
Walker, b. E. A. Matthews .0
L. Hayes, b. E. A. Matthews 0
Greenside, ’ b. Matthews ..... 0
McCulloch got the first goal, after 
abputr ten minutes' play, on a pasi? 
from F red ; Mqrray.; A fo\y' seconds 
before the end'of the first period'Halri- 
mill, notched a point. i ,TwQ qiqrc goals 
were scored in the;second period,' the 
first of them .bciug credited to Tom 
Phillips. It wqs scored aftef a furious 
mcjlec’ ofi two oir three, minutes around 
the Kelowna ^oal , in which the ball 
was, bounced aboiit from stick to stick 
and.;dn the >k>'’uund until it was finally 
forced into; our. goal. In a ycry short 
time afterwards Hammill registered the 
fourth tally, the spore at half-timestan? 
dihg 'a t fbur-iiothi'ng' in favour of the 
A r m s t r o n g ; ' t c a n i . , : , ' v..'r ■
. The next perioa was slowed up a 
bit and twice play \yas stopped owing 
to' Toolcy being winded, McCulloch 
added, another counter in this spasm, 
the teams lining up for the'last quarter 
with Armstrong five goals to the good., 
Early in the last quarter Hammill 
mdde it six. -In a furious onset on the 
Armstrong citadel, Clairel MePhee 'in 
attempting to bore in on the goal rc- 
ceivcd a nasty gash on the heftid, delay­
ing the game and retiring him from 
fiirthcr participation in the conflict. 
After the doctor assisted MePhee to' 
the side play was resumed and Ham­
mill scored his fourth goal and the 
seventh tMly‘ of the game. In sheer 
desperation in the closing moments of 
the game the Armstrong defehee was 
penetrated by Fred Fowler for Kelow­
na’s lone tally. Thus the Armstrong 
lacrosse team go into today’s batjle 
with a big advantage and. should easily 
retain their hold-on the Shaw,Cup for. 
another season, Ere these lines are 
seen by m any' of ‘ ;our readers the fate 
of the cup will: have been decided: 
The teams were 
Kelowna
A; Gordon $oal 
W. Spear point 
Neill coyer point
Dick Parkinson'; 1st def.
W att : 2nd def. ;
J. Parkirison :.' 3rd def.
C. McMillan centre 
Raymer 3rd home
MePhee 2nd home
Fowler 1st home
H. Shillingford o.s. home 
C. Shillingford ins. home 
Wilson . spares 
C. RowcUffe'
Armstrong. 
D. Murray 
, F. Murray 
Turnbull 
Hallam 
C. HorreX 
T. Phillips 
Tooley 
A. Horrex 
J. Phillips 
McCulloch 
A. Phillips
___ -Hammill
McLeod, Hearst 
and Mills;
iiow to cook iny eggs in Rio Janeiro 
or Seattle. I t’s a mighty little old
world. What’s the use of bragging 
about being front the North, or the 
South, ot the old manor jioffsc in the 
dale, or Eudld avenue, Cleveland, or 
Pike’s Peak, or , Fairfax County, Va., 
or Hooligan’s Flats or any place? It 11 
he a better world When we quit bring 
fools about some mildewed town or ten 
acres of swampland just because we
ciicd to be botn thCrc.”_ 
seem to be a gci 
polite,” I said admiringly,
enuine cosmo- 
l , “But it also 
sccins that you would decry patriot­
ism.
'A relic of the stone age,” declared 
Coglan, warmly. “We arc all brothers 
T-Otinamcn, Englishmen, Zulus, Pata­
gonians and the people in the bend^of 
the Kaw River. Some day all this 
petty pride in one’s city or State or 
section or country will be wiped out, 
and we’ll all be citizens of the world, 
as we ought to be.” , , , ■ '
bu arc wandering in for-
glasscs crashed, and men caught their 
Kata up and" were knocked down, and a 
brunette screamed, and a blonde began 
to sing ‘'Tqasing.-
My cosiqopolitc was sustaining the 
pride and reputation of the Ea£th when 
the waiters closed, in on both combat­
ants with their famous flyingf wed^o 
formation and boro them outside, still 
resisting.
I called McCarthy, one of the French 
garcohs, and asked him the cause of the
conflict.
“The man with the red tic” (that 
was my cosmopolite), said he, ‘ got hot
.'O' O'-fii H
Meat and
11
Timekeepers: Kelowna, H. A. Blake­
borough; Armstrong, F. J, Becker.
' Notes On The Game
The lacrosse team are indebted to the 
following citizens who so kindly .under­
took to transport the players: Messrs. 
Claire Rowcliffe, Jim McCormick, S. 
T. Elliott ,Clare Mabee and Roddy 
Watt. '■
Wallace, not out 
Ablett, did not bat 
' Byes
Leg-byes ..........—.........
0
66
There was not a very large-crowd 
out to see the game, the Vernon and 
Kelowna contingents being about; e- 
qual to the number Of Armstrong spec­
tators.
W.
' Bowling Analysis
O. M. R
E. A. Matthews 13 ; 1 31
R, Sutton ........ 12 3 i  r
Word was received on Saturday .ffom 
Salmon Arm that, after all, it Will be 
possible for their team to play Kelow­
na oh Sept. 21st. The match will take 
place at Salmon Arm. r v  The selection committee of the Ke­
lowna and District C. C. haye^chosen 
the following, to represent the Orchard 
City: C. Whitehorn, C. Dunlop,;A. G. 
Bennett, W. D. Walker, C. E. Camp­
bell, A , Crichton, J.'B urt, E. A. Mat­
thews, A. P. Hayes, H. H. Veritj^and 
R. Sutton. T. Wadsworth, J. Hunt 
and F. Thorneloe will also travePwith 
the eleven as reserves. They will leave 
town for Salmon Arm at 7 a.m., play 
to begin at 12.30 p.m. sharp.
The Vernon lacrosse men, who were 
themselves badly beaten by Armstrong 
recently, appeared to enjoy the defeat 
of the Orchard City boys.
The best team won, Fred Murray 
and C. McCulloch being the star play­
ers for the victors.
Line-up For Intermediate Game
The following is_ the line-up of the 
Kelowna Intermediates for the game 
to be played here next Thursday, Sep­
tember 25th, against Kamloops for the 
Intermediate championship of the In­
ut“But while yo a m l  
cign lands,” I persisted, "do not your 
thoughts revert to s6mo 'spot—abmo 
dear. ' nn' d— ’, 
“Nary a spot,” interrupted E. R. 
Coglan, flippantly, “The terrestrial, 
globular, planetary hunk of matter, 
slightly , flattened at the poles, and 
knpwn as the Earth, is my abode. I've 
met a good many object-boUqd citizens 
pf this country abroad. I^ c  seen men 
from Chicago sit in a gondola in Venice 
bn a moonlight night and brag about 
th e ir, drainage canal. ' I ’ve seen a 
Southerner on being introduced . to the 
King of England hand that - monarch, 
withbut batting his eyes, the informa­
tion that his grandaunt ori his mother’s 
side was related by marriage to the 
Perkinses, of , Charleston. -1 knew , a 
New Yorker whb was kidnapped for 
ransom. by sbme , Afghanistan bandits. 
His people sent over the money and 
he came back to Kabul with the agent. 
‘Afghanistan?’ the natives said to ,him 
through (ih Interpreter. ‘Well, not so 
slow, db you think?’ ‘Oh, I dpn't know,' 
says he, and he begiris to ; tell them 
about a Cab driver at Sixth avenue and 
Broadway. Those ideas don’t suit me. 
I'm not, tied down to , anything that 
isn’t 8,000 miles in dialmeter. Just put 
me down as E. Rush'more' Coglan, cit­
izen of the'terrestrial isphere,”
, My cosmopolite made: a. large adieu 
and I'rit me, for he thought he saw 
some’ one, .through the chatter and 
smoke whom he knew. So I was left 
w'ith the would-be periwinkle, who was 
reduced to Wurzburger without further 
ability to voice his aspirations.to perchi 
melodious^, upon the summit of a valley: 
I sat reflecting upon my evident cos­
mopolite and . wondering how. the . poet 
had managed to miss him. He wasimy 
discovery and I believed in him. How 
was it? . ‘.‘The _^en that breed from 
them they traffic up and down, but 
cling to their cities’ hem as a child to 
the mother's gown.”
Not so E. Rushmore Coglan. /With 
the whole world for his—
My meditations were interrupted by* 
a tremendous npjse and conflict in an 
other part of the cafe. I saw above 
the heads . of the seated . patrons E. 
Rushmore Coglan and a stranger to me 
engaged in terrific .battle. They fought 
between the tables like Titans* and
Fish Pastes
DELICIOUS FOR 
SANDWICHES 
AND QUICK, LUNCHES
on account of things Sfdd abouL the 
bum sidewalks and water supply of the 
place he come from by , the other guy.
“Why,” said I, bewildered, “that man 
js a citizen bf the world—a cosmbpo- 
litc. He—'V
“Originally front Mattawamkeag, 
Maine, he s.aid,” continued McCarthy, 
“and he vyoiildn't stand for no knock­
in’ the place.”
The Business Barometer-
is' i}o!nttng to improved 
conditions, not only in 
British, Columbia, b u t  
throughout the Continents . 
oi America and Europe:
Wc have a few very attractive 
, buys in 
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY  
and ORCHARDS 
and would advise intending
,P'. ............................
lore prices go up again*
urchascra to investigate . be-
E. W. Wilkinsoo & Co.
Real Estate, Insurance 
BERNARD AVB.
Clark’s Potted Beef , Ham, | 
ui Beef, Tongue, and lO c
Veal; per tin
Fray Bento’s Potted "I ■
Beef, per tin v  g
Machonochie’s Bloater -i
.... . l O c -per tm ...................
Underwood’s ' Original D'ev-
; 30c
Announceiiient!
We have rust received pur 
first shipment of, the , new 
.and brilliant
DalFa House Lamps
iled Ham, 
per tin
Crosse & Blackwell’s Meat 
and Fish Pastes in glass, full 
assortment of flay-, 
ors, per glass 3 0 c
Holmes nd
Gordon, Ltd. I
Family Grocers Phone 30
g Quality up to a standard 
g —not down to a price.
g
'0  ' Q 0  0  0  'O ’ 0  ^  0 O 0
In order to fully introduce 
this new; lamp to  KeloW; 
na householders we are 
offering 10, 15, 25, 40 and’ 
60 Watt Globes a t: the 
Special Price' of
All; Dalyte Lamps: are 
• guaranteed..
‘When Night Falls,. 
Dalyte.”
use '
O .K . Cycle & Sport Store
Phone 347 GL'ENN BLK:
TED^BUSE.
■ ■ ■ r • ■ ■
Fall Brings Numerous 
Wants In Draperies
LACROSSE
Armstrong Wins *First 
Shaw Cup
Game For
tenor: , - .r, ,•Goal, A. Gordon; point, J. Parkin­
son; cover point, O’Neill; 3rd defence, 
B; Day (R. Cummings, spare); 2nd 
defence, D. Parkinson; 1st defence, K. 
Chaplin (Bus. Brown, spare); centre, 
C. McMillan; 3rd home, B. Raymer; 
2nd home, E. Wilson; 1st home, C. 
Rowcliffe; inside home, E. Raymer; 
outside home, V. Fowler, (Williams 
spare). Referee: E. C. Weddell.
PRIME MINISTER’S SON OFF FOR WORLD TOUR
" Rains.iy. MacDonald bidding farewell to his son Malcolm when he left 
London for his world tour. He is in Canada now.
FOR HIGH CLASS JOB PRINTING GO TO THE COURIER
The first of a series of two games 
for the Shaw Cup, the holding of 
which confers the _ honour of the la­
crosse championship bf the Interior 
of B. C., was played at Armstrong last 
Thursday, the challengers being the 
Kelowna lacrosse team; The second 
game is being played at Armstrong 
this afternoon, and a majority of goals 
of both games will decide who are the 
champions. Last Thursday’s game 
gave Arihstrong a loiig lead in -oals, 
the score at the end of play being 
seven to one in their favour. ,
I t was a real old-tiine lacrosse game, 
in which the skill and experience of 
the Armstrong old-timers was more 
than a match for the youth of the Ke­
lowna team. After witnessing the 
game, we are astounded at the way 
the Armstrong lacrosse team dropped 
out of the Okanagan Valley League 
for the season now closed. The ex­
cuse we heard at the beginning of the 
season, that “they could not field a 
team,” was disproved by their exhibi­
tion last Thursday.
Mr. G. F. (“Gus”) Reinhard, of 
Vernon, was to officiate as referee but 
he did not arrive until the end of t̂he 
first period, Redgrave of Vernon act­
ing referee for that quarter. Reinhard 
had a busy time and succeeded in 
maintaining good control of the game, 
but missed a number of fouls. There 
was a good deal of darling and slash­
ing in between times', and by the end of 
the game more than half 'of the Ke­
lowna team had to be more or less 
patched up, showing that their oppon­
ents were by no means gentle in their 
attentions. Indeed, it was a rough 
game in which the defenders took no 
chance of bping defeated if hard knocks 
would help.
The game went the regulation four 
fifteen-minute periods, and. was marked 
by fast work by both teams from start 
to finish. The play was by no means 
as one-sided as the goal record im­
plies, the difference being mostly due 
to the skill and lightning-like speed 
with which the Armstrong sharpshoot­
ers, C. McCulloch and Johnny Ham­
mill, sent in their shots on the one 
hand, and to particularly . effective 
checking’ by the Armstrong defence 
every time their goal was. the scene
A COSMOPOLITE IN A CAFE
(Continued from page 4)
What does it matter where a man is 
from? Is it fair to judge a man by his 
post-office address? Why, I ’ve swn 
Kentuckians who hated whiskey, Vir­
ginians who weren’t descended from 
Pocahontas) Indianians who hadnt 
written a novel, Mexicans who didn t 
wear velvet trousers with silver dot 
iars sewed along the seams, funny 
Englishmen, spendthrift Yankees, cold'̂  
blooded Southerners, narrow-minded 
Westerners, and New Yorkers who 
were too busy to stop for an hour on 
the street to watch a one-armed groc­
er’s clerk do up cranberries in paper 
bags. Let a man be a man and don t 
handicap him with the label of any
section.” . .  •"Pardon me,” I said, “but my curi­
osity was 'not altogether an idle one. 
I know the South, and when the band 
plays ‘Dixie’ I like to observe. I have 
formed the belief that the man who 
applauds that air with special violence 
and ostensible sectional loyalty' is in- 
ivariably a native of either .Secaucus, 
N.Y., or the district between Murray 
Hill, Lyceum and the Harlem River, 
this city. I was about to put my op­
inion to the test by inquiring of thi^ 
gentleman when you interrupted with 
your own—larger theory, I must con-
fess.** *
And now the dark-haired young man 
spoke to me, and it became evident 
that his mind also moved along its owft 
set of grooves.
“I should like to be a periwinkle,” 
said he, mysteriously, “on the top of a 
valley, and sing too-ralloo-ralloo.”
This was clearly too obscure, so I 
turned again to Coglan.
“I've been around the world twelve 
times,” said he. "I know an Esquimau 
in UpernaVik who sends, to Cincinnati 
for his neckties, and I saw a j?oat- 
herder in Urugtiay who won a prize in 
a Battle Creek breakfast food puzzle 
competition. I pay rent on a room in 
Cairo, Egypt, and artother in Yoko­
hama all the year round. I’ve got slip­
pers waiting for me in a tea-house in 
Shanghai, and I don’t have to tell ’em
This is the time of the year when every house­
wife is planning to freshen the surroundings of her 
home. Nothing adds more to its general decora­
tive effect than the right draperies. This problem 
we have attended to for you, bringing to the store 
a particularly large collection of draperies that 
will not only inspire and suggest ways of dccora- 
tiori but will harmoniously take its place in; the 
general scheme of refreshing the home. Price 
range is as broad and attractive as the variety of 
patterns, colorings and qualities.
A British made Cretonne, 37-38 inches wide, ip 
some of the smartest designs shown for
Mercerized Sateens, also 37-38 inches wide, in 
sonic wonderful floral designs in a splendid quality 
not seen since pre-war days.
Selling at ...................... .......................... —
All this shipment was ordered early and came 
in via Panama Canal, saving thereby considerable.
Snowdrifts oi Fresh,
New Bed Linens
“ SHADOW CLOTHS,” “NETS,” “MADRAS,”
Tapestry, Velours and Marquisettes, arc just right 
at this time. -
There is nothing quite like the satisfied feeling 
that comes when you open the door of your linen 
chest and see big piles of sriowy sheets and pillow 
cases. In many households, replenishing on this 
score is in order, and-bur strfeks are prepared for 
; usually busy September days. Dig:est fully the list 
below and you arc sure to be here tomorrow 
stocking up pn bed linens.
Our famous Pcquot Sheetings...are not cheap 
but are wonderful values as they wear much lon­
ger. 8/4, $1.35; 9/4, $1.45; 10/4, $1.50
X30W. A real good standard Sheeting, "Lily of 
the Valley’** Brand. 8/4, 75c; 9/4, 85c
ESMOND b l a n k e t s
HEMSTITCHED SHEETS
EXTRA QUALITY, coming in a day or two. 
Pillow Cases to match. These %ycre all bought 
before advances and if you are in need of any 
thing in bedding, NOW is the opportune time.
arc being largely used in place of eiderdowns. The 
designs arc absolutely wonderful. Indian, Egyptian
. .. $ 5 .7 5  $ 7 .5 0
Also in Pure Wools-^pinks^ mauves, blues and 
tans, satin bound and splcndi^ ■ A  A
value, at
THOMAS LAWSON, LTD.
DALYTE LAMPS were 
chosen by the Canadian̂  Gov­
ernment to illuminate the 
Canadian Pavilion'at the Bri- 
lish Empire Exhibition, Wem- , I 
bley Park, England. '
I!'!
PHONE 215 KELOWNA, B.' C.
m
